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1   IN THE COMMONWEALTH COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA

2                    -  -  -

3 JAKE CORMAN, in his official  :
capacity Senator from the 34th:

4 Senatorial District of        :
Pennsylvania, Chair of the    :

5 Senate Committee on           :
Appropriations; and ROBERT    :

6 M. MCCORD, in his official    :
capacity as Treasurer of the  :

7 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, :
          Plaintiffs,         :

8                               :
     vs.                      :

9                               :
THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE       :

10 ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION,         :
          Defendant,          :

11                               :
     vs.                      :

12                               :
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY,:

13           Defendant.          :  NO. 1 MD 2013

14                   -   -   -

15               November 21, 2014

16                   -   -   -

17              *** CONFIDENTIAL ***

18      Oral deposition of STEPHEN DUNHAM taken

19 pursuant to notice, held at the Law Offices of

20 Reed Smith LLP, 1717 Arch Street, Suite 3100,

21 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, commencing at

22 10:54 a.m., on the above date, before Jennifer

23 P. Miller, RPR, CCR, CRR.

24

25 Job No. 87529
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1 A P P E A R A N C E S:

2 CONRAD O'BRIEN
ALEXIS MADDEN

3 MARK SEIBERLING
    1500 Market Street

4     West Tower
    Philadelphia, PA 19102

5     

6

7       Counsel for Plaintiff, Senator Jake
      Corman

8

9 CONRAD O'BRIEN
SARAH DAMIANI

10     1500 Market Street
    West Tower

11     Philadelphia, PA 19102

12

13       Counsel for Plaintiff, Senator Jake
      Corman

14

15 LATHAM & WATKINS
BRIAN KOWALSKI

16 ALLEN GARDNER
    555 Eleventh Street Northwest

17     Washington, DC 20004

18     

19       Counsel for Defendant, NCAA

20

21 KILLIAN & GEPHART
THOMAS SCOTT

22     218 Pine Street
    Harrisburg, PA 17101

23     

24       Counsel for Defendant, NCAA

25
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1 A P P E A R A N C E S: (cont'd)

2 REED SMITH
MICHAEL SCOTT

3     Three Logan Square
    1717 Arch Street

4     Philadelphia, PA  19103

5

6       Counsel for Defendant, Pennsylvania
      State University

7

8 ALSO PRESENT:  Kevin McKenna

9
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110:54                   -   -   -

210:54             P R O C E E D I N G S

310:54                   -   -   -

410:54                  (It is hereby stipulated

510:54        and agreed by and among counsel that

610:54        reading, signing, sealing, filing and

710:54        certification are waived; and that

810:54        all objections, except as to the form

910:54        of the questions, be reserved until the

1010:54        time of trial.)

1110:54                   -   -   -

1210:54                  STEPHEN DUNHAM,

1310:54        after having been first duly sworn, was

1410:54        examined and testified as follows:

1510:52                   -   -   -

1610:52             E X A M I N A T I O N

1710:53                   -   -   -

1810:54 BY MS. MADDEN:

1910:54      Q.   Good morning, Mr. Dunham.  My name

2010:54 is Alexis Madden, and I'm from Conrad O'Brien.

2110:54 I'm here with my colleagues, Sarah Damiani,

2210:54 Mark Seiberling and Kevin McKenna is also with

2310:55 us.

2410:55      A.   Okay.

2510:55      Q.   I assume that you've been through
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110:55 this before?

210:55      A.   I've been through it, taking and

310:55 defending depositions.  I've been deposed

410:55 myself certainly once, maybe twice on a

510:55 another very small matter.

610:55      Q.   So I'm sure you know most of the

710:55 instructions, but I'd just remind you if you

810:55 need any breaks at any point, just let me

910:55 know, I'm sure we'll be breaking throughout.

1010:55                And if you don't understand any

1110:55 questions at any point, just let me know, I'll

1210:55 rephrase it however many times you need to

1310:55 understand it so we can get a clear record.

1410:55      A.   Okay.

1510:55      Q.   And I see you're represented by

1610:55 counsel for Reed Smith; is that right?

1710:55      A.   Yes.

1810:55      Q.   Did you meet with any counsel for

1910:55 NCAA before this deposition today --

2010:55      A.   No.

2110:55      Q.   -- from Latham & Watkins?

2210:55      A.   No.

2310:55      Q.   Okay.  Would you just take me

2410:55 through your education and work experience.

2510:55      A.   Sure.  So I went to Princeton and
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110:55 Yale Law School for education.  I clerked for

210:55 a federal judge in San Francisco.  I taught in

310:56 law school for a couple of years.

410:56                I joined Morrison & Foerster in

510:56 San Francisco.  I was an associate and partner

610:56 in the litigation office.  I left in 1979 to

710:56 become a tenured track faculty member at the

810:56 University of Minnesota Law School.  Became

910:56 general counsel of the University of Minnesota

1010:56 in 1982.

1110:56                I left in 1988 to rejoin

1210:56 Morrison & Foerster this time in their Denver

1310:56 office as a litigation partner.  I stayed

1410:56 there until late 2005, when I became general

1510:56 counsel at Johns Hopkins University in

1610:56 Baltimore.  And I came to Penn State July 16,

1710:56 2012.

1810:56      Q.   Okay.  When you were the general

1910:57 counsel at University of Minnesota and at

2010:57 Hopkins, just explain a little bit about your

2110:57 roles in those capacities.

2210:57      A.   Sure.  So University of Minnesota is

2310:57 a large land-grant, public research

2410:57 university.  And they didn't have much of a

2510:57 general counsel's office when I joined.  There
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110:57 were three lawyers.  They had a university

210:57 attorney, he was called, not a general

310:57 counsel's office in a formal sense.

410:57                I was charged with developing

510:57 one, so I built a general counsel's office.

610:57 It included the hospital and the medical

710:57 school.  That's always an important fact in

810:57 higher education, scope of responsibilities

910:57 for a university lawyer.

1010:57                But our office had about ten

1110:57 when I left a few years later.  And we

1210:58 represented the university across the board.

1310:58 We did use outside counsel on a variety of

1410:58 specialized matters.

1510:58                At Johns Hopkins, they had an

1610:58 existing sophisticated, very good general

1710:58 counsel's office.  And I just continued the

1810:58 practice of higher education law.  This

1910:58 university is very different.  It's private.

2010:58 It's very international, hugely -- hugley

2110:58 medical oriented.  And so the range of issues

2210:58 is different, but it's higher education

2310:58 practice across the board.

2410:58      Q.   Did you deal with the NCAA at either

2510:58 of those universities?
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110:58      A.   I did at Minnesota to a limited

210:58 extent and at Hopkins just barely.

310:58                I'm happy to explain that.

410:58 Minnesota, there was an investigation while I

510:59 was there, an NCAA investigation.  We hired

610:59 outside counsel to help conduct the

710:59 investigation.  I met them.

810:59                The lawyer in our office was

910:59 the prime interface with them and did most of

1010:59 the work with our lawyers.  And I don't

1110:59 believe I had any direct communication with

1210:59 the NCAA in that context, but I was generally

1310:59 familiar with the fact that we had an

1410:59 investigation and we're working on it.

1510:59                We had NCAA issues from time to

1610:59 time that came up at Minnesota in the sense of

1710:59 questions.  Somebody would say, you know, can

1810:59 we compensate the coach in this way, is this

1910:59 relationship with a student athlete

2011:00 appropriate under NCAA rules, and I had some

2111:00 involvement around the edges of that.  Again,

2211:00 this other lawyer primarily dealt with that,

2311:00 but I did have some contact.

2411:00                My recollection is we -- is the

2511:00 athletic department hired an academic
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111:00 counselor and -- and somebody who also had

211:00 some compliance functions, and we dealt with

311:00 her to some extent at Minnesota.

411:00      Q.   This is --

511:00      A.   This is still Minnesota.

611:00                So there was some contact with

711:00 NCAA compliance type issues, but -- but

811:00 limited, again, because mostly this other

911:00 lawyer did most of that work, and, again, I

1011:00 don't think I had any direct contact with the

1111:00 NCAA.

1211:00                I should say that, just to be

1311:01 clear, we also had a major athletic crisis

1411:01 while I was there involving sexual assault

1511:01 allegations against student athletes.  I was

1611:01 significantly involved in that.  I don't

1711:01 recall that the NCAA had any role in that, but

1811:01 it was an athletic issue that I did have

1911:01 significant involvement in.

2011:01      Q.   The NCAA did not involve itself in

2111:01 that incident?

2211:01      A.   I don't recall that they did.

2311:01      Q.   In part, were you going to continue?

2411:01      A.   I was going to move onto Hopkins,

2511:01 but --
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111:01      Q.   Just a question about your time in

211:01 Minnesota:  Did you analyze the NCAA bylaws or

311:01 work with NCAA individuals when dealing with

411:01 the NCAA issues?

511:01      A.   I don't recall any communication

611:01 with NCAA people directly.

711:01                One exception I should come

811:01 back to in a second, I do recall once or twice

911:02 looking at an NCAA bylaw in connection with

1011:02 what I was mentioning to you before, questions

1111:02 about a coach's contract or extra benefit for

1211:02 a student athlete, and talking to my colleague

1311:02 about whether that was an NCAA issue or not.

1411:02                So I had some limited contacted

1511:02 that way.  The thing I -- in terms of

1611:02 communications with the NCAA, the reason I

1711:02 paused on that is, when we had this major

1811:02 athletic crisis, I was involved in a group

1911:02 that looked at reform to address the issues

2011:02 that led to it.  And we did talk to athletic

2111:02 directors at other universities and we might

2211:02 have talked to somebody at the NCAA.  I'm not

2311:02 sure.

2411:02                But that's what triggered my

2511:02 memory when you asked me that question.  It's
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111:03 possible that we were trying to understand

211:03 best practices in athletic departments, and

311:03 it's possible we talked to an NCAA person at

411:03 the time, but I don't have a distinct memory

511:03 of that.

611:03      Q.   Okay.

711:03      A.   At Hopkins, again, I had no direct

811:03 contact with the NCAA.  They have -- they are

911:03 mostly division three, they have division one

1011:03 in men's and women's Lacrosse, that's all.

1111:03                There were, again, a couple of

1211:03 issues, my recollection is, only dealing with

1311:03 coaches' contracts where a question came up

1411:03 about NCAA issues.  Again, there was another

1511:03 lawyer in my office who handled that, but I

1611:03 recall talking to him once or twice about his

1711:03 contract consistent with NCAA requirements.

1811:03      Q.   At Morrison & Foerster, did you have

1911:03 any dealings with NCAA?

2011:04      A.   I think I had one.  And I thought

2111:04 about this before, I'm a little embarrassed

2211:04 that I don't remember more distinctly, but I

2311:04 recall there was a class action against the

2411:04 NCAA involving limitation on assistant

2511:04 coaches.  There is a limit on the number of
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111:04 assistant coaches in certain sports.

211:04                And I recall an antitrust case

311:04 was filed, and I had discussions with people

411:04 about the case.  I don't think it was a formal

511:04 representation, but it might have been a

611:04 formal representation of a discovery issue,

711:04 where somebody sent an interrogatory to a

811:05 member institution and the question was did

911:05 they have to answer the interrogatory even

1011:05 though they weren't a party.  But the NCAA

1111:05 was, and so we got into the nature of the NCAA

1211:05 as an entity.

1311:05                So I do recall talking about,

1411:05 thinking about, the nature of the NCAA as an

1511:05 entity in connection with discovery in this

1611:05 case.  Whether we represented a single party

1711:05 who was trying to answer the question about

1811:05 interrogatories, that's what I'm embarrassed I

1911:05 don't completely remember.

2011:05                I think we may have.  I think

2111:05 we may have advised an entity you do or you

2211:05 don't have to answer this interrogatory

2311:05 because it's, you know, it's a member

2411:05 organization and you're not a party and

2511:05 whatever consequences that has.
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111:05      Q.   Approximately when was that?

211:05      A.   Certainly, 1990s, probably early

311:05 1990s.

411:06      Q.   Okay.  How about Penn State, did you

511:06 deal with them while at Morrison & Foerster?

611:06      A.   No.

711:06      Q.   You said you went to Penn State

811:06 July 16, 2012; is that right?

911:06      A.   Right.  Well, yes, yes, that was my

1011:06 first day at work.

1111:06      Q.   How did you come to be hired at Penn

1211:06 State?

1311:06      A.   I was at Johns Hopkins and I

1411:06 received a phone call from a head hunter who

1511:06 asked if I would be interested.  I loved my

1611:06 job at Johns Hopkins.  It was after the

1711:06 Sandusky presentment in November.  I don't

1811:06 recall how much after, but after.

1911:06                And I thought it would present

2011:06 an interesting challenge where I might be

2111:06 helpful, so I said I would engage in a

2211:06 discussion with them.  I didn't think of it as

2311:06 applying, but I was willing to be considered.

2411:07      Q.   When was that?

2511:07      A.   I'm pretty sure it was before the
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111:07 end of 2011.  I can place one date which is --

211:07 because of a conference that I attended.

311:07 There was a university lawyer conference in

411:07 November of 2011.

511:07                And I do recall the executive

611:07 director of that organization saying, you

711:07 know, Penn State is looking for a general

811:07 counsel.  And I said something like, well,

911:07 that's an interesting legal job.  And then I

1011:07 got a call from a head hunter.

1111:07      Q.   So that was in the end of 2011.  How

1211:07 is it that you were officially hired in July

1311:07 of 2012?

1411:07      A.   There was a search committee and

1511:07 I -- they asked me for some materials.  I sent

1611:07 them some materials.  I interviewed with the

1711:08 search committee.  I interviewed with various

1811:08 other people.  And they offered me the job in

1911:08 the spring sometime, late spring, I think, of

2011:08 2012, subject to approval by the board of

2111:08 trustees.

2211:08      Q.   Did you get the sense that you were

2311:08 being hired to deal with, we'll call it, the

2411:08 Penn State crisis?

2511:08      A.   No.  My understanding was -- and it
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111:08 goes back to this initial conversation with

211:08 this executive director of the higher ED

311:08 association.  She said, you know, they started

411:08 a search -- so before the crisis, because that

511:08 conversation was a day or two after it became

611:08 public.  She said they have a search for a

711:09 general counsel position.

811:09                And either then or in the

911:09 course of applying, I came to understand that

1011:09 the current incumbent, Cynthia Baldwin, had

1111:09 taken the job on the understanding that she

1211:09 would leave in -- by June 30, 2012.  So that

1311:09 predated the crisis as I understood it that

1411:09 she was going to be leaving, and they were

1511:09 doing a search to create -- to fill what was

1611:09 essentially an open position.

1711:09                And I also came to understand,

1811:09 I don't know quite when, that they didn't

1911:09 historically, Penn State didn't historically,

2011:09 have a general counsel's office.  Very unique

2111:09 in higher education.

2211:09                Cynthia Baldwin was hired in

2311:10 part as I came to understand to help build

2411:10 one, but it hadn't gotten very far.  And so a

2511:10 prime reason for the search that led to my
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111:10 being hired was to fill the position which was

211:10 vacant and to continue the efforts to build

311:10 the office which had been decided prior to the

411:10 crisis occurring.

511:10      Q.   Did you meet Cynthia Baldwin in the

611:10 course of your hiring?

711:10      A.   I met her twice.  So when I came to

811:10 interview, she wasn't there.  I met other

911:10 lawyers -- at that point there was one lawyer

1011:10 at University Park, one other lawyer at

1111:10 University Park; two at Hershey, which is part

1211:10 of the job.  And I met them; that is, the two

1311:10 at Hershey and the other lawyer at University

1411:10 Park.

1511:10                Cynthia was not there.  And I

1611:11 recall talking to her in a conference call in

1711:11 the provost's office as part of basically my

1811:11 interview.

1911:11                Then this association I

2011:11 mentioned to you before, the higher ED

2111:11 association, NACUA, it's called, National

2211:11 Association of College and University

2311:11 Attorneys, has an annual meeting in June every

2411:11 year, late June 2012.  I think it was in

2511:11 Chicago.  I'm not certain.
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111:11                I had already accepted the Penn

211:11 State job, but not yet approved by the board

311:11 of trustees.  But there was a meeting of Big

411:11 Ten general counsels at this national

511:11 association.  And we were primarily talking

611:11 about whether to file amicus brief in the

711:11 Fisher affirmative action case.  And Cynthia

811:11 came into the room for a few minutes.  She

911:12 didn't spend much time.  She was retiring in a

1011:12 few days.  But I met her then.

1111:12                And sometime, whether it was

1211:12 before or after that, I'm not sure, but I

1311:12 think it was in June, I took -- but I accepted

1411:12 subject to the board approval, I took a trip

1511:12 back from Baltimore to State College to meet

1611:12 people, look for housing.  That was actually

1711:12 the main reason I was there, was to look for

1811:12 housing, but in the course of looking for

1911:12 housing, I met a handful of people that I

2011:12 hadn't met before, and I did talk to Cynthia

2111:12 in her office for 15 minutes or so.

2211:12      Q.   When you were at the conference you

2311:12 were just talking about, did you meet any

2411:12 counsel for Big Ten?

2511:12      A.   Yes.
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111:12      Q.   What was his name?

211:12      A.   Well, no, it wasn't the -- it wasn't

311:13 the Big Ten -- the general counsel for the Big

411:13 Ten as an entity.  He was not there.  It was

511:13 general counsel for Big Ten institutions that

611:13 meet on a regular basis.

711:13                There's a -- it's actually more

811:13 than the Big Ten.  There's an organization

911:13 called the CIC, which is Big Ten and

1011:13 University of Chicago.  And the general

1111:13 counsels of those institutions meet once or

1211:13 twice a year.

1311:13                And it was a meeting of that,

1411:13 so it was the general counsels of -- and I

1511:13 don't remember who was at that meeting.  They

1611:13 don't all go, but, you know, it's the Big Ten

1711:13 universities and Northwestern and -- I mean

1811:13 Chicago.  And some number of them were at this

1911:13 meeting.  The general counsel of the Big Ten

2011:13 was not there.

2111:13      Q.   When you were interviewing at Penn

2211:13 State, did the Sandusky allegations come up in

2311:13 the course of your interviews?

2411:13      A.   Yes.  I would say as a general

2511:13 matter, there was no substantive discussion of
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111:14 the issues, the particular cases, the

211:14 particular legal proceedings.

311:14                But, you know, lots of it was

411:14 public, and that was part of the context of

511:14 the job; and so I did have general discussions

611:14 with people about some aspects of it, but not,

711:14 you know, no particular issues, no particular

811:14 questions, no particular substantive matter

911:14 that -- I certainly wasn't asked my advice

1011:14 about anything.  It was more that was part of

1111:14 the discussion of what the job would entail.

1211:14      Q.   Did the Freeh Group come up?

1311:14      A.   You know, I was trying to think of

1411:14 that.  I don't remember when I first heard

1511:14 that they were involved in this.  I don't

1611:15 remember.

1711:15                I think at least by the time I

1811:15 had accepted and came back looking for housing

1911:15 and I met with two or three people, at that

2011:15 point I also was trying to come up to speed a

2111:15 little bit on what -- what are the issues I

2211:15 may need to know about, and I'd be surprised

2311:15 if it wasn't part of the dialogue, but I do

2411:15 not recall any specific discussion of it.

2511:15                And I knew by the time -- the
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111:15 board approved my appointment on July 13.

211:15 That's a Friday.  The Freeh report was issued

311:15 on July 12.  I was at that board meeting in

411:16 the sense of physically being in Scranton.  I

511:16 did not attend the board discussion related to

611:16 Freeh.

711:16                And then I was approved on that

811:16 Friday.  So, obviously, by then I had heard

911:16 about the Freeh report because of, you know,

1011:16 press conference.  And I must have heard

1111:16 before then that they were -- had been engaged

1211:16 to do an investigation.  I mean, I just must

1311:16 have known that and heard that.  So I don't

1411:16 doubt that for a minute; I just don't recall

1511:16 any discussion of it specifically.

1611:16      Q.   In the course of your interviews,

1711:16 did you meet Frank Guadagnino?

1811:16      A.   Yes.

1911:16      Q.   I think I'll refer to him as Frank

2011:17 for the rest of the deposition.

2111:17                Sorry, you said you did not --

2211:17      A.   No, I did meet with him.

2311:17      Q.   You did meet with him as part of

2411:17 your interviews?

2511:17      A.   I met with him twice is my
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111:17 recollection, the first time as part of the

211:17 interview.  So he was one of the people I met

311:17 who was part of the interview process.  And

411:17 then, secondly, when I -- after accepting the

511:17 job, but before the board approved it, when I

611:17 went back on this housing -- call it a housing

711:17 trip, I had lunch with Frank.

811:17      Q.   What was your understanding of his

911:17 role with regards to Penn State?

1011:17      A.   I understood he had been hired by

1111:17 the board as a -- Reed Smith had been hired as

1211:17 sort of special counsel to the board, outside

1311:17 counsel to the University, but specifically in

1411:17 terms of dealing with board issues and board

1511:17 questions.

1611:17      Q.   After you had accepted the job, in

1711:18 order to prepare for the job, besides looking

1811:18 for housing, what kinds of things did you do?

1911:18      A.   Well, I did have this lunch with

2011:18 Frank.

2111:18      Q.   Right.

2211:18      A.   I had a 15, 20-minute conversation

2311:18 with Cynthia Baldwin.  I don't remember if I

2411:18 met other people on that trip because I met a

2511:18 bunch earlier during the interviewing process,
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111:18 so substantively, there's that.

211:18                Before I went to Hopkins, I

311:18 asked to look at some documents, like

411:18 governing bylaws and tenure policy,

511:18 intellectual property policy, some of the core

611:18 documents that university lawyers work with.

711:18 So I recall that at Hopkins because I was

811:18 overseas at the time and I recall getting

911:18 these documents.

1011:19                I don't recall doing that at

1111:19 Penn State.  It's quite possible that I did,

1211:19 that I asked to see public bylaws, articles.

1311:19 It's possible.  I don't have any recollection

1411:19 of doing that.  I did not see any case files

1511:19 or any case-specific information, and I didn't

1611:19 have that conversation with anybody.

1711:19      Q.   What kind of documents do govern at

1811:19 Penn State?

1911:19           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

2011:19           THE WITNESS:  Well, they're bylaws.

2111:19      If you're talking some high-level

2211:19      governance board type issues, there are

2311:19      bylaws, there's standing orders, there

2411:19      are policies that govern beyond the

2511:19      board.
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111:19           But the way the university is --

211:19      governs itself, you know, governance

311:19      broadly speaking for universities

411:20      includes more than boards, right, it

511:20      includes the operational policies of an

611:20      institution.  And at universities in

7      general, there's a range of documents,

8      policies, which tend to be important to

9      how the institution governs itself.

10      Faculty governance is uniquely important

11      for universities, so there are documents

12      related to the role of the faculty.

13      Academic appointments, tenure, academic

14      freedom are critical documents for

15      universities.  They are part of in my

16      understanding sort of governance of an

17      institution.

1811:20           I mentioned intellectual property

1911:20      because that's an area I've done a fair

2011:20      amount of work in.  And intellectual

2111:20      property policies for universities are

2211:20      part of they govern themselves, what

2311:21      faculty get or don't get from inventions.

2411:21           And there are student policies,

2511:21      student conduct codes.  There are
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111:21      nondiscrimination policies.  I mean, it's

211:21      a very broad set of policies.  Policies

311:21      are, you know, a core part of university

411:21      governance, and those are just some of

511:21      them that matter.  At the board level,

611:21      bylaws and standing orders would be the

711:21      most pertinent, but there are many

811:21      others.

911:21 BY MS. MADDEN:

1011:21      Q.   So, to get a little more detail,

1111:21 what kind of procedures govern a president's

1211:21 authority, the president of Penn State's

1311:21 authority?

1411:21      A.   So, well, at -- at Penn State, in

1511:21 particular?  I mean, I have understanding of

1611:21 that from other institutions.

1711:21      Q.   Just Penn State.

1811:21      A.   Penn State in particular, the bylaws

1911:21 would matter and the standing orders would

2011:22 matter, and to some extent practice and custom

2111:22 and course of dealing, if you will, course of

2211:22 business historical precedent are things that

2311:22 affect president's authorities, board

2411:22 authorities, authorities of other executive

2511:22 officers.
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111:22                Delegation of authority in a

211:22 university setting is a very broad topic.  It

311:22 comes up in all kinds of settings, but it, you

411:22 know, starts, assuming there's no applicable

511:22 external law, which occasionally there is, so

611:22 occasionally, there's applicable external law,

711:22 but -- like, federal contracts or, you know,

811:22 federal requirements and others.  But within

911:22 the institution, I think it would be bylaws

1011:22 and standing orders, which would be the core

1111:22 functions.

1211:23                As applied to any given case,

1311:23 you'd also look at other things.  You'd look

1411:23 at, you know, the subject matter, what does it

1511:23 deal with, does it deal with, you know,

1611:23 employment, does it deal with athletics, does

1711:23 it deal with students, and delegation of

1811:23 authority in each area will vary based on the

1911:23 circumstances of the particular area.

2011:23      Q.   In your role, do you report to

2111:23 somebody?

2211:23      A.   You know, the best answer I can give

2311:23 on that is basically twofold.  So we have a

2411:23 legal and compliance committee of the board of

2511:23 trustees.  And as part of that committee,
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111:23 there is a charter.  The charter describes the

211:24 role of the general counsel including

311:24 reporting functioning.  So that's a sort of

411:24 board-level statement.

511:24                There is also in my

611:24 professional experience, there are rules of

711:24 professional responsibility as to who a lawyer

811:24 reports to, who the client is, who speaks for

911:24 the client.  And the overlay of those two

1011:24 documents -- those two concepts, the charter

1111:24 at Penn State, and the rules of professional

1211:24 responsibility, which govern all of us,

1311:24 instruct me that my client is the organization

1411:24 speaking through its duly-authorized

1511:24 constituents.  That's the -- that's the rule

1611:24 of professional responsibility I've done a lot

1711:24 of work with.

1811:24                And so you have to -- you start

1911:25 with the organization and then you see who's

2011:25 been delegated that responsibility.  That

2111:25 means I report, broadly speaking, to the board

2211:25 as the highest entity within the organization,

2311:25 and also to the president, who has been

2411:25 delegated a broad set of responsibilities to

2511:25 operate and manage the university on a
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111:25 day-to-day basis.

211:25                I believe that this charter

311:25 states that I report to the board of trustees

411:25 in accordance with the rules of professional

511:25 responsibility and that I report to the

611:25 president for administrative purposes.

711:25                The president clearly has rule

811:25 over my salary, and there's an administrative

911:25 reporting function to the president.  But in

1011:25 terms of professional responsibilities, who is

1111:25 the client kind of reporting, it's the entity,

1211:26 it includes the board, it includes the

1311:26 president, and it includes other people who

1411:26 have been delegated authority to act for the

1511:26 University.

1611:26      Q.   How many board members are there?

1711:26      A.   Today, not considering amendments

1811:26 that were passed by the board at the last

1911:26 meeting, there are 30 voting trustees.

2011:26      Q.   In July of 2012, how many were

2111:26 there?

2211:26      A.   There were 32.

2311:26      Q.   So your first day at Penn State was

2411:26 July 16th, you said?

2511:26      A.   Yes.  The board approved my
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111:26 appointment on July 13.  My first day in the

211:26 office was July 16.

311:26      Q.   Did you have any sense that you were

411:26 hired to handle the Freeh issues that might

511:27 came out after the Freeh report?

611:27      A.   As I said, I don't recall when and

711:27 how I even learned that the University, the

811:27 board, had engaged Judge Freeh's firm.

911:27                I knew they issued a report

1011:27 because I was at the board meeting and I knew

1111:27 before then that they were involved, but I

1211:27 don't recall more about that.

1311:27                I can't really answer you what

1411:27 they were looking for, except they put out

1511:27 a -- I mean, there's a job description, right?

1611:27 There was a search firm.  I think it was

1711:27 Former Governor Thornburgh's son, is what I've

1811:27 been told, was the person I dealt with as the

1911:27 head of the search firm.  And he sent me, you

2011:27 know, here's what we're looking for.

2111:27                So, if the question is what

2211:27 were they looking for, that's the best thing I

2311:28 can give you, it's a job description.  And I'm

2411:28 certain it didn't refer to Freeh or Sandusky

2511:28 or -- you know, it was a job description for a
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111:28 general counsel position.

211:28                In terms of my perspective, I

311:28 did say in the course of my interviewing that

411:28 I thought there were four major components to

511:28 the job as I looked at it.

611:28      Q.   Which were?

711:28      A.   Which were build the general

811:28 counsel's office, which was essentially

911:28 nonexistent; practice higher education law,

1011:28 which is what I had spent a good part of my

1111:28 life doing and was the representation of the

1211:28 University across the board; help with

1311:28 governance and policies and other structural

1411:28 issues that the University might undertake for

1511:29 whatever reason, but including responding to

1611:29 the crisis.  So I did view governance and

1711:29 policies generally speaking as an important

1811:29 part of the job and what I was interested in.

1911:29                And fourth was Sandusky.  I

2011:29 think in my conversations in the search

2111:29 process, I used those four things.  I said

2211:29 these -- this is what I think you need and

2311:29 what I can offer is, I can help build an

2411:29 office; I can practice higher education law

2511:29 along with other lawyers we hire; I can help
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111:29 on governance, structural policies, things

211:29 that any university needs to address,

311:29 including Penn State, and I can help deal with

411:29 the Sandusky-related legal issues.

511:29      Q.   At that time, what did you think the

611:29 Sandusky-related legal issues were?

711:30      A.   You know, I don't know when

811:30 precisely I learned of, you know, each one.

911:30                So whether it was before I

1011:30 started work or that first week, but in some

1111:30 combination of before I started work or that

1211:30 first week, it included cases brought or that

1311:30 could be brought by victims; it included

1411:30 ongoing criminal grand jury investigation at

1511:30 the state level, which was ongoing at the

1611:30 time; it included federal criminal

1711:30 investigation, which had been publicized and

1811:30 discussed; it included the Clery Act

1911:30 investigation, which had been publicized and

2011:31 discussed; it included insurance litigation,

2111:31 which had been publicized.

2211:31                I recall hearing at the board

2311:31 meeting in Scranton, public meeting, before I

2411:31 started work, reference to a lawsuit by Mike

2511:31 McQueary, but I don't think I knew about that
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111:31 before, but I -- there was a public statement

211:31 about that lawsuit, and I heard about it then.

311:31                I knew at some point, and I

411:31 can't tell you if it was before or after I

511:31 started, that there were issues relating to

611:31 accreditation that had been raised by our

711:31 creditors.

811:31      Q.   Were there issues related to

911:31 sanctions of any sort against Penn State

1011:31 football?

1111:31      A.   I knew at least the week before that

1211:32 there was an NCAA inquiry of some kind.  I

1311:32 don't remember when I first heard that.  It's

1411:32 quite possible going back to the fall of 2011

1511:32 that I read it in the newspaper or heard about

1611:32 it then, because as I understand it there were

1711:32 public postings about the NCAA sending a

1811:32 letter to Penn State and Penn State

1911:32 responding.  And I understand those were

2011:32 publicly stated, but -- and I did hear the

2111:32 week before, after the Freeh press conference

2211:32 was announced.

2311:32                I know for sure I knew of the

2411:32 NCAA investigation or inquiry at that time

2511:32 because -- so the Wednesday before the Freeh
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111:32 report, I was still at Johns Hopkins.  And my

211:32 office got a call from Donald Remy, General

311:33 Counsel of the NCAA, asking to speak to me.

411:33 And I didn't take that call because I hadn't

511:33 started work and I wasn't the general counsel

611:33 for Penn State.  So I didn't talk to them.

711:33                But I probably knew before then

811:33 that there was a NCAA process, but I certainly

911:33 knew at that point when he tried to reach me.

1011:33 And I just can't tell you how much before that

1111:33 or how much -- or what I knew about it.  It

1211:33 wasn't much because I didn't -- I didn't get

1311:33 into the details of any of these legal issues

1411:33 prior to starting work.

1511:33      Q.   Once you started work, did you and

1611:33 Donald Remy connect?

1711:33      A.   No.  First, I had no communications

1811:33 with him that week leading up to the consent

1911:33 decree.  The first -- I did have a phone call

2011:34 with him later, July or August, probably

2111:34 August.  And I met with him in Indianapolis to

2211:34 talk about the Athletics Integrity Agreement.

2311:34 But before the consent decree was signed, I'm

2411:34 sure I didn't have any communication with him.

2511:34      Q.   When did you first meet Gene Marsh
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111:34 or come into contact with Gene Marsh?

211:34           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

311:34           THE WITNESS:  Well, either at the

411:34      Scranton meeting Friday, Thursday,

511:34      Friday, or Monday, first day of work, and

611:34      I can't tell you which, I heard that the

711:34      University had retained Gene Marsh as

811:34      NCAA counsel.

911:35 BY MS. MADDEN:

1011:35      Q.   Did you have any involvement in his

1111:35 hiring?

1211:35      A.   No.

1311:35      Q.   Did you know him before he was

1411:35 hired?

1511:35      A.   No.  I should say I -- when I heard

1611:35 his name, it was familiar to me, and I think I

1711:35 knew that he was an NCAA lawyer who was active

1811:35 in that kind of practice.

1911:35                At this association I mentioned

2011:35 to you, the National Association of College

2111:35 and University Attorneys, there's frequently

2211:35 an athletic, one or two or three athletic

2311:35 seminars, programs, and whether I had seen his

2411:35 name in the paper or something, I don't

2511:35 recall.  But I had not met him and did not
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111:35 know him.

211:35      Q.   Just before, you mentioned Remy

311:35 called you while you were at Hopkins but you

411:35 didn't take his call.  Did he leave you a

511:35 message?

611:35      A.   No.

711:35      Q.   Did he leave a message with your

811:35 assistant?

911:36      A.   I have a recollection of my

1011:36 assistant saying, you know, that the NCAA

1111:36 general counsel is -- you know, called for

1211:36 you.  And I said, well, you know, I'm not

1311:36 going to take that call.  I'm not the general

1411:36 counsel of Penn State yet.

1511:36                And whether she called him back

1611:36 and said I wouldn't take the call, I don't

1711:36 recall.  I just didn't take the call.  I think

1811:36 it was the day before the Freeh report.  I

1911:36 think it was that Wednesday.  That's my best

2011:36 recollection.

2111:36      Q.   Did you read the Freeh report when

2211:36 it came out?

2311:36      A.   Yes.

2411:36      Q.   Once you started at Penn State, did

2511:36 anyone tell you what the Freeh Group's mandate
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111:36 was at Penn State?

211:36      A.   At some point in the first couple of

311:36 weeks, several weeks, I'm sure I read the

411:37 engagement letter, but I don't -- I don't

511:37 otherwise recall a specific discussion of

611:37 that.

711:37                To the extent there's a

811:37 description in the Freeh report itself, I

911:37 would have read that after it came out.

1011:37      Q.   Did anyone talk to you about NCAA's

1111:37 involvement with the Freeh Group?

1211:37           MR. KOWALSKI:  Object to form.

1311:37           THE WITNESS:  At some point that

1411:37      first week, so July 16, before the

1511:37      consent decree was signed, I recall Gene

1611:37      Marsh saying in one of the phone calls he

1711:37      had with Frank and me that he understood

1811:37      the NCAA had had some kind of regular

1911:37      communications with the Freeh Group about

2011:38      status.  That's I think the first time

2111:38      that I had heard that.

2211:38 BY MS. MADDEN:

2311:38      Q.   What about any sort of involvement

2411:38 of Big Ten with the Freeh Group, did anyone

2511:38 talk to you about that?
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111:38      A.   I think it's quite possible that in

211:38 this same conversation Gene Marsh said

311:38 regular, you know, status reports with NCAA

411:38 and the Big Ten.  That wouldn't surprise me.

511:38 I don't have a distinct recollection of the

611:38 Big Ten being called out as part of or not

711:38 part of that, but it wouldn't surprise me if

811:38 that was part of what he -- what I heard him

911:38 say in the conversation.

1011:38      Q.   Did Gene Marsh tell you anything

1111:38 more about the those status reports?

1211:39      A.   No.

1311:39      Q.   Did you ask him what the contents

1411:39 were of those status reports?

1511:39      A.   I don't think so.

1611:39      Q.   Did you have any conversations with

1711:39 Frank about any sort of status reports?

1811:39      A.   Later, I have had, but during that

1911:39 week, I don't think so.

2011:39      Q.   What kind of conversations later?

2111:39           MR. M. SCOTT:  Well, you know, we've

2211:39      agreed to a waiver of attorney-client

2311:39      privilege with respect to discussions

2411:39      leading up to the signing of the consent

2511:39      decree.
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111:39           Steve got to Penn State on Monday

211:39      the 16th and the consent decree was

311:39      signed on Sunday the 22nd and out to the

411:39      world on the 23rd.

511:39           If you want to ask him about the

611:39      deliberative process to the extent he was

711:40      involved in it, we're not going to assert

811:40      any attorney-client privilege; but if

911:40      we're going down the road and potentially

1011:40      asking him what he and Frank said to each

1111:40      other yesterday about any of this, that

1211:40      is obviously intruding into the

1311:40      attorney-client privilege area as to

1411:40      which we have not waived and don't intend

1511:40      to waive.

1611:40           MS. MADDEN:  Yes, my understanding

1711:40      of this 11-day waiver, but obviously, for

1811:40      Mr. Dunham, it's shorter because he

1911:40      wasn't there for the full 11 days.

2011:40           MR. M. SCOTT:  So to the extent that

2111:40      we're in that waiver or to the extent the

2211:40      witness has information that is not

2311:40      privilege from whatever source he might

2411:40      have it, fair game.  Understood?

2511:40           MS. MADDEN:  Understood.
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111:40           THE WITNESS:  So on that --

211:40 BY MS. MADDEN:

311:40      Q.   Yes.

411:40      A.   -- following this little dialogue, I

511:40 did hear later as part of legal proceedings

611:41 relating to the right to know proceedings.  We

711:41 had a series of legal proceedings relating to

811:41 right to know that their -- Frank filed an

911:41 affidavit or a document about the

1011:41 relationships that he understood between the

1111:41 Freeh Group and the NCAA.

1211:41                So I know that because that's a

1311:41 public statement, but I don't actually know

1411:41 beyond that.

1511:41      Q.   Do you know if anyone at NCAA had

1611:41 advanced knowledge that the Freeh report was

1711:41 about to come out?

1811:41      A.   I have no idea about that.

1911:41      Q.   Do you know --

2011:41      A.   Was about to come out?

2111:41      Q.   Or had advanced knowledge of the

2211:42 Freeh findings.

2311:42      A.   Yeah, I had no idea about that.  The

2411:42 reason I hesitated there is, there was some

2511:42 kind of advanced publicity because that's how
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111:42 I knew there was, you know, a press

211:42 conference.  So whether that was a day or two

311:42 days, I don't remember what the advanced

411:42 notice, and I assume the NCAA would know that.

511:42                In terms of the report, no, I

611:42 have no information about that.

711:42      Q.   Was the Freeh Group supposed to

811:42 apply NCAA bylaws in its report?

911:42           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

1011:42           MR. L. SCOTT:  Join.

1111:42           THE WITNESS:  I just wasn't part of

1211:42      that.  I don't know anything about --

1311:42      well, I wasn't part of any of the

1411:42      University/Freeh communications prior to

1511:42      starting to work.

1611:42 BY MS. MADDEN:

1711:42      Q.   Did Frank or Gene tell you that they

1811:42 were supposed to apply the NCAA bylaws or not

1911:42 supposed to?

2011:42      A.   I don't recall during that week

2111:43 what -- I mean, all I can say is what I have

2211:43 told you.  What I recall is Gene saying at

2311:43 some point during that week, and I think it

2411:43 was public, by the way, I mean, I think there

2511:43 were various public statements to that effect.
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111:43                But I recall Gene saying there

211:43 was some -- I don't know if the word "status

311:43 report" was used or telephone calls or -- I

411:43 don't know what the phrase was, but there was

511:43 some communication between the NCAA and Freeh,

611:43 and I don't know anything else about the

711:43 substance of that.

811:43      Q.   Did you meet with anyone from the

911:43 Freeh Group after the Freeh report came out?

1011:43      A.   No.  I have had a limited number of

1111:43 communications.  I've never met with them.  I

1211:43 don't want to play a word game with you on the

1311:43 "meet," but I've had a limited number of

1411:44 communications.  I've had no meetings.

1511:44      Q.   The communications, were they within

1611:44 this period between the Freeh report and the

1711:44 consent decree?

1811:44      A.   No.  And I can tell you what they

1911:44 are without privilege issue so we don't kind

2011:44 of create some mystery here.

2111:44                There are issues relating to

2211:44 payment of fees that I've had a couple of

2311:44 communications with representatives of the

2411:44 Freeh Group, but nothing about the report

2511:44 findings, investigation, process,
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111:44 communications with NCAA, nothing about any of

211:44 that.

311:44      Q.   So when you started on July 16th,

411:44 your first day in the office, do you jump

511:44 right into this Penn State crisis?

611:44           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

711:45           THE WITNESS:  Well, life was real

811:45      hectic for a period of time.

911:45 BY MS. MADDEN:

1011:45      Q.   I can imagine.

1111:45      A.   And I can't say that it's gotten any

1211:45 better, but it was -- sure, there were issues

1311:45 that first week.  Certainly, there were NCAA

1411:45 issues that I worked on that week.

1511:45                I can't recall which of the

1611:45 various others that I mentioned to you before,

1711:45 you know, engaged me immediately, but there

1811:45 were also just all the, you know, day-to-day

1911:45 higher ED calls that people get.  We've got

2011:45 some remains of Native Americans, what do we

2111:45 do with them in the museum.  We've got a

2211:45 contract to sign.  We've got top-secret

2311:45 research going on.

2411:45                You know, I can't -- there's a

2511:45 broad range of issues, but the NCAA was
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111:45 certainly one of the issues that first week

211:45 that I worked on.  I believe on Monday I did

311:46 almost nothing.  I don't think I had a phone.

411:46 I don't think I had a computer.  I'm not sure

511:46 I had a desk, so I don't think Monday was a

611:46 real productive day.

711:46      Q.   Monday is July 16th.

811:46      A.   Sixteen.  So I probably had some

911:46 communications that Monday, but it wouldn't

1011:46 have been much.

1111:46      Q.   Do you remember the first time,

1211:46 after you had started at Penn State, the first

1311:46 time you were introduced to the Penn

1411:46 State/NCAA matter?

1511:46      A.   Yeah, I don't remember precisely the

1611:46 first time.  But as I said, I did know from

1711:46 the earlier week, and I'm sure I had some

1811:46 conversation with Frank about the fact that

1911:46 Remy had tried to call me, so I knew that

2011:46 there was -- whether I knew that he and Mark

2111:46 Faulkner had talked to Remy, I probably knew

2211:46 that.  I mean, I've heard it since.  I don't

2311:46 know for sure I heard it that day, but I

2411:46 probably did.

2511:46                And I recall that there was a
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111:46 communication, whether it was a phone call

211:47 from Gene or what, I don't remember, but I do

311:47 recall saying, Frank, I don't even have a

411:47 phone -- computer.  I probably had a phone,

511:47 but I'm not fully hooked up yet, I assume

611:47 you'll take care of that.

711:47                And I did talk to President

811:47 Erickson, but I think it wasn't until Tuesday.

911:47 So I don't -- it's possible there was some

1011:47 conversation before that.  But the first one

1111:47 that I -- I'm not certain of the date, but by

1211:47 Tuesday, I did have communications.

1311:47      Q.   So your first substantive

1411:47 conversation, let's talk about your first

1511:47 substantive conversation about Penn State NCAA

1611:47 matter.

1711:47      A.   I think it was Tuesday.

1811:47      Q.   With president Erickson?

1911:47      A.   I think it was with president

2011:47 Erickson.  And whether it also included a

2111:47 phone call with Gene Marsh, I'm not certain,

2211:47 but I think so.  I think whatever the first

2311:47 communication was, I think Gene was on the

2411:48 phone, and I was -- and Frank and I were in

2511:48 President Erickson's office.  Whether that was
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111:48 Tuesday or Wednesday, I'm not certain.

211:48      Q.   Do you recall what was said in that

311:48 conversation?

411:48      A.   There were multiple conversations

511:48 over the course of a week.  And I don't want

611:48 to give you the sense that I have a

711:48 photographic memory of each conversation

811:48 separately from each other, and I don't.

911:48                But there we -- there were

1011:48 reports from President Erickson about

1111:48 conversations he had with President Emmert.

1211:48 And there were reports from Gene Marsh about

1311:48 conversations he had with NCAA staff.  And we

1411:48 got, Frank and I, got reports of those

1511:48 conversations on multiple occasions during

1611:48 that week.

1711:49                So I'm not going to be crystal

1811:49 clear as to what was in the first call, what

1911:49 was in the second call, what was in the third

2011:49 call, what was in the President Erickson's

2111:49 call, what was in Gene Marsh's call, I'm not

2211:49 going to be able to completely divide it up

2311:49 for you that way.

2411:49                But my recollection of the

2511:49 first substantive discussion with President
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111:49 Erickson -- and I think Gene was on that

211:49 phone, I'm not positive, and I'm certain Frank

311:49 would have been there because I don't believe

411:49 I had any conversations that Frank wasn't also

511:49 part of -- I recall President Erickson saying

611:49 he talked to President Emmert that they were

711:49 going to handle this as an enforcement matter

811:49 from the presidents -- from the board, NCAA

911:49 board, from the presidents -- that it was not

1011:49 going to go through a traditional infractions

1111:50 process.

1211:50                I believe he mentioned a few

1311:50 possible sanctions that were being discussed,

1411:50 dollar fine, 30 million sticks in my mind, and

1511:50 a ball game sticks in my mind.

1611:50      Q.   He's President --

1711:50      A.   President Erickson reporting talking

1811:50 from President Emmert.

1911:50                I'm very sure that he said one

2011:50 of the conditions of any resolution would be

2111:50 acceptance of the Freeh report by the

2211:50 University.  I'm certain of that because I was

2311:50 very concerned about it, sensitive to that

2411:50 issue.

2511:51                I believe in the very first
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111:51 conversation, I believe this is true,

211:51 President Erickson reported that President

311:51 Emmert reported that the board of the NCAA

411:51 favored the death penalty, but that a

511:51 resolution was possible short of that.

611:51                And that's what would include,

711:51 you know, a fine, something about ball game,

811:51 you must accept the Freeh report; and if you

911:51 do that, that's a possible avenue, other than

1011:51 the death penalty, which the board was

1111:51 supporting or favored.

1211:51                I can't remember what the verb

1311:51 was, but that's -- the impression I had from

1411:51 what President Erickson reported was that the

1511:51 NCAA board had discussed it, favored or

1611:52 supported the death penalty, but there might

1711:52 be an avenue to a settlement or a resolution

1811:52 if we accepted the Freeh report, and then

1911:52 there would be some sanctions imposed as well.

2011:52      Q.   Was this resolution, this other

2111:52 avenue the consent decree?

2211:52      A.   Well, it ultimately became that.  I

2311:52 don't recall when, you know, that word first

2411:52 was used.

2511:52                What I do recall, at least from
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111:52 President Erickson -- my conversations with

211:52 Gene were a little more fluid because there

311:52 were more of them, but with President Erickson

411:52 was the NCAA board favors the death penalty,

511:52 there is an alternative that could be

611:52 explored, included if the University would

711:53 accept the Freeh report, and certain sanctions

811:53 that would be imposed in this administrative

911:53 board process.

1011:53                And, again, if it's not clear,

1111:53 I'm also very sure that part of that

1211:53 conversation was this is not going through a

1311:53 traditional infractions process.  This is the

1411:53 board, executive committee of the NCAA, that

1511:53 supports the death penalty, but will engage in

1611:53 a discussion about an alternative that

1711:53 included various terms which were fluid and

1811:53 were to be worked out.

1911:53      Q.   One of those terms you mentioned was

2011:53 acceptance of the Freeh findings?

2111:53      A.   Right.

2211:53      Q.   Why were you concerned?

2311:53      A.   So I don't know when in the course

2411:53 of that week I, you know, particularly thought

2511:54 that was a problem or a challenge, but I
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111:54 believe immediately because it was clear to

211:54 me, beginning with the issuance of the Freeh

311:54 report the week before and the board had

411:54 issued a statement about it, that this was in

511:54 the context as I mentioned before of knowing

611:54 there were various other legal proceedings

711:54 going on against the University, right, there

811:54 are victims cases, there's government cases,

911:54 there's other legal proceedings.

1011:54                So, just as a lawyer without

1111:54 yet having been engaged in this process, it

1211:54 seemed to me that it was important to be clear

1311:54 about what the University had or had not, you

1411:54 know, accepted or adopted in terms of the

1511:54 Freeh report.  I believe I was essentially

1611:55 immediately sensitized to that issue when I

1711:55 read the Freeh report and read the board --

1811:55 the statement that was issued the week before.

1911:55                And I when I heard President

2011:55 Erickson report that President Emmert said

2111:55 that was essentially a condition of a

2211:55 resolution, I think he might have even

2311:55 discussed it as part of a penalty, but at

2411:55 least a condition of the resolution.  And I

2511:55 heard the same thing from Gene Marsh, I should
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111:55 say.  So I don't want to -- you know, so we

211:55 heard the same thing from Gene Marsh on

311:55 multiple occasions, this was one of the common

411:55 threads, you must accept the Freeh report.  I

511:55 thought, and I'm sure I said to both President

611:55 Erickson and to Gene, that's very problematic,

711:55 it's problematic because it's not true, right?

811:55                But the board had not, the

911:55 University had not, the board had not accepted

1011:56 or adopted the Freeh report.  That was clear

1111:56 to me from reading the statement that was

1211:56 released the week before.  I knew as a lawyer

1311:56 that there are implications to documents that

1411:56 have -- you know, an entity adopts or -- and

1511:56 that there were quite a part from wanting to

1611:56 be factually accurate, which was very

1711:56 important to me, we be factually accurate, I

1811:56 also didn't want to create more risk for the

1911:56 University.

2011:56                And so I had the conversation

2111:56 certainly with Gene, probably with President

2211:56 Erickson, but certainly with Gene the board --

2311:56 the University hasn't accepted the Freeh

2411:56 report.  They haven't adopted the opinions,

2511:56 conclusions, findings.  And that would be a
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111:56 bad thing, be a bad thing because it's not

211:57 true, and it would be a bad thing because it

311:57 has potentially legal risks.

411:57                And I believe, just to complete

511:57 the thought -- this is may be more than you

611:57 asked -- but I had the understanding that week

711:57 that Gene passed that back to the NCAA the

811:57 University is very concerned about the

911:57 language that might require that the

1011:57 University adopt something it hasn't adopted

1111:57 or approve something it hasn't approved or

1211:57 agreed with opinions or conclusions it hasn't

1311:57 agreed or approved to.

1411:57                So I'm virtually certain that I

1511:57 reacted that way almost immediately, passed

1611:57 that back to Gene in particular, and that that

1711:57 was communicated back to the NCAA.  That was

1811:57 my understanding from Gene.

1911:57           MR. GARDNER:  I want to make sure I

2011:57      understood something, I apologize.

2111:57           You said you wanted to make sure

2211:57      that it was clear that it wasn't true?

2311:58           THE WITNESS:  Right.

2411:58           MR. GARDNER:  Could I ask what the

2511:58      "it" was.
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111:58           THE WITNESS:  Right.  So to the

211:58      extent, there was a premise.  And nobody

311:58      stated this premise.  But if there was a

411:58      premise the University has adopted or has

511:58      approved the Freeh report, that wasn't

611:58      true.  And the very fact that it appeared

711:58      both from President Erickson and from

811:58      Gene Marsh that the NCAA was asking that

911:58      that be included suggests they knew it

1011:58      wasn't.  They wouldn't be asking for this

1111:58      if they thought the University had

1211:58      approved or adopted it before.

1311:58           But I just wanted to be clear that

1411:58      we didn't -- that we had that right, that

1511:58      we had it factually accurate and limit

1611:58      risk exposure, confusion, ambiguity

1711:58      caused by somebody else's opinions and

1811:58      conclusions which were not the

1911:59      University's.

2011:59 BY MS. MADDEN:

2111:59      Q.   The board ultimately did accept the

2211:59 Freeh findings?

2311:59      A.   No.

2411:59      Q.   No.  And what was the pressure from

2511:59 NCAA to accept the Freeh findings?
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111:59           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

211:59           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

311:59           THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I wouldn't use

411:59      or not use the word "pressure."

511:59           I would just say that it was a term

611:59      that appeared in, I think, every

711:59      conversation.  So every conversation with

811:59      President Erickson and every conversation

911:59      with Gene Marsh, one of the elements of a

1011:59      possible settlement, a possible

1111:59      resolution, short of the death penalty or

1211:59      other kinds of NCAA enforcement actions.

1311:59      In every conversation, virtually

1411:59      acceptance of the Freeh report was a

1511:59      condition of a deal as I understood it

1611:59      from the NCAA.

1711:59 BY MS. MADDEN:

1811:59      Q.   Why do you think that was the case?

1912:00      A.   I don't know.  I mean, I would just

2012:00 be speculating.

2112:00      Q.   You keep saying conversations with

2212:00 Gene Marsh and conversations with Erickson.

2312:00 It sounds like there's two separate sets of

2412:00 conversations going on; is that accurate?

2512:00      A.   Yes.  But there were also
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112:00 conversations where Erickson and Marsh and

212:00 Frank and I were together.

312:00      Q.   Did you get the sense that

412:00 Erickson -- that there were two tracks of

512:00 negotiations going on, Erickson and Emmert

612:00 speaking, Gene Marsh and Donald and the NCAA

712:00 speaking?

812:00      A.   You know, at the time I don't recall

912:00 thinking, boy, those are different, we're

1012:00 hearing different things.

1112:00                You know, they weren't always

1212:00 exactly the same in terms of how it was

1312:00 reported to me, but I thought it was two

1412:00 different avenues of the NCAA expressing its

1512:01 position.  But I don't remember thinking, wow,

1612:01 you know, this one conflicts with this one.  I

1712:01 just don't recall thinking that.

1812:01      Q.   Now, in hindsight, do you think

1912:01 that?

2012:01      A.   I don't.  I didn't have that view at

2112:01 the time.  It's not a thought I thought about

2212:01 before you just asked the question.  I mean,

2312:01 we were getting reports of two different modes

2412:01 of communication and they were in my mind at

2512:01 the time largely consistent.
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112:01      Q.   They were consistent?

212:01      A.   In my mind, broadly speaking.  I

312:01 didn't create a matrix, you know, there's this

412:01 ten terms and these eight terms and

512:01 cross-check them.

612:01                And, you know, I didn't do

712:01 that, and I can't tell you that they were a

812:01 hundred percent the same.  I'm sure they

912:01 weren't.  I'm sure they weren't a hundred

1012:01 percent.  They would be expressed differently.

1112:01 One might be more inclusive; one might be less

1212:01 inclusive.  I just don't recall thinking we're

1312:02 getting a different message.

1412:02      Q.   When Marsh would communicate to you,

1512:02 where would you take that information?

1612:02      A.   I believe he communicated directly

1712:02 to President Erickson sometimes.  I think he

1812:02 communicated by email sometimes reporting on

1912:02 his conversations.  And he reported to Frank

2012:02 and me by phone sometimes.

2112:02                And what he would do with them,

2212:02 you know, he would have further conversations

2312:02 obviously with the NCAA people.  What we would

2412:02 do with them is it would inform our

2512:02 discussions with President Erickson in our own
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112:02 thinking, although Gene was part of some of

212:02 those discussions.

312:02      Q.   So if Gene relayed any information

412:02 just to you and Frank, would you then take it

512:02 to President Erickson?

612:02      A.   I think it was probably always

712:02 discussed with President Erickson in some way.

812:03 You know, I don't -- I think it was always

912:03 discussed with President Erickson, yes.

1012:03                I can't tell you it was call by

1112:03 call, you know, we got a call 10:00 o'clock

1212:03 this morning, run upstairs, here's what he

1312:03 said; get a call at 3:00 o'clock, run

1412:03 upstairs.  It was more fluid than that.  There

1512:03 were communications with Gene and there were

1612:03 communications with President Erickson and we

1712:03 tried to keep everybody informed of what the

1812:03 information was.

1912:03      Q.   Did you communicate with Emmert?

2012:03      A.   Did I?

2112:03      Q.   Yes.

2212:03      A.   No.

2312:03           MS. MADDEN:  Okay.  Should we take a

2412:03      short break before we get into the next

2512:03      document.
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1                   -   -   -

203:22                  (Whereupon, a short recess

303:22        was taken.)

4                   -   -   -

5                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 1 was

6        marked for identification.)

7                    -  -  -

812:15 BY MS. MADDEN:

912:15      Q.   Mr. Dunham, I'm showing you what's

1012:15 marked as Dunham Exhibit 1, an email from Gene

1112:15 Marsh, the top is to Frank and William King.

1212:15 It says on the top I wrote this email to

1312:15 myself very late last night until I found out

1412:15 about open record, if it is protected as to

1512:15 Steve, please forward to him.  I understand

1612:15 from you it is protected as to you, and then

1712:15 underneath that Gene Marsh lays out several

1812:15 points.

1912:15                Have you ever seen this email?

2012:15      A.   I think so.

2112:16      Q.   So you think it was probably

2212:16 forwarded to you at some point?

2312:16      A.   I think so.

2412:16      Q.   Okay.  If we could just go down the

2512:16 middle of the page.
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112:16      A.   Well --

212:16      Q.   Go ahead.

312:16      A.   I don't have a completely clear

412:16 crystal memory that this particular one was

512:16 given to me, but all I can do is tell you I

612:16 think I've seen it before.

712:16      Q.   We haven't seen the email that it

812:16 was sent to you.

912:16      A.   No, it may --

1012:16      Q.   But it seems as though it might have

1112:16 been?

1212:16      A.   Yeah, I don't remember whether I saw

1312:16 it that way or I was given a hard copy or I

1412:16 just saw it more recently.  I just -- I'm not

1512:16 sure.

1612:16      Q.   Well, we'll walk through it, and if

1712:16 you can remember, just let us know.

1812:17                Point one, it says, this is a

1912:17 very fluid situation with Mark Emmert.  What

2012:17 do you think Gene Marsh meant by "fluid

2112:17 situation"?

2212:17           MR. M. SCOTT:  You're asking him

2312:17      what he thinks today Gene meant by his

2412:17      email a couple of years ago really?

2512:17           MS. MADDEN:  Yes.
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112:17           THE WITNESS:  I don't know.  The

212:17      impression we had from both President

312:17      Erickson and from Gene was that there

412:17      were a lot of ongoing discussions.

512:17 BY MS. MADDEN:

612:17      Q.   Did you view this as a negotiation?

712:17           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

812:17           MR. GARDNER:  Join.

912:17           THE WITNESS:  That's not a word I

1012:17      would have assigned to this.  I

1112:17      reviewed -- I did understand it as a

1212:17      discussion, and I also understood that

1312:18      the substantive terms were -- could not

1412:18      be negotiated.

1512:18 BY MS. MADDEN:

1612:18      Q.   In point five, Gene asks if Penn

1712:18 State would consider accepting the Freeh

1812:18 report findings of facts, failures and

1912:18 recommendations for change; do you see that?

2012:18      A.   I do.

2112:18      Q.   We were speaking about that earlier

2212:18 before the break.  Gene Marsh is presenting it

2312:18 as a question as to whether Penn State would

2412:18 consider accepting the Freeh report; do you

2512:18 agree with that?
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112:18      A.   I had understood from multiple

212:18 conversations that it was a condition of any

312:18 resolution.

412:19      Q.   Point six, NCAA preference is that

512:19 this matter be resolved without a traditional

612:19 enforcement case, and it goes on, or

712:19 proceeding, hearing, et cetera.  Did you know

812:19 why that was NCAA's preference?

912:19      A.   No.

1012:19      Q.   Did Gene ever tell you why that was

1112:19 NCAA's preference?

1212:19      A.   I recall both President Erickson and

1312:19 Gene saying the NCAA has decided to treat this

1412:19 as a board enforcement matter not through the

1512:19 traditional committee.  I don't know their

1612:19 reason.

1712:19      Q.   Did you ask why, why they wanted to

1812:19 go through enforcement?

1912:19           MR. KOWALSKI:  Object to form.

2012:19           THE WITNESS:  I don't recall that

2112:19      discussion.  I just recall the statement

2212:19      that that's how the NCAA was proceeding.

2312:20 BY MS. MADDEN:

2412:20      Q.   Did you think it was out of the

2512:20 ordinary that they wanted to go through an
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112:20 enforcement proceeding?

212:20           MR. KOWALSKI:  Object to form.

312:20           THE WITNESS:  You know, I'm not an

412:20      NCAA expert.  I just took it as that was

512:20      the NCAA's statement of what they were

612:20      going to do.

712:20 BY MS. MADDEN:

812:20      Q.   Did you consider pushing back to go

912:20 through traditional enforcement?

1012:20      A.   We did have discussions particularly

1112:20 towards the end of the week about the

1212:20 alternative committee on infractions process,

1312:20 we did have those discussions.

1412:20      Q.   Point seven, they would like Penn

1512:20 State's written response ASAP so the NCAA

1612:20 board of directors could review the agreement,

1712:21 approve it at the meeting on August 2nd.  Why

1812:21 did they want Penn State's written response

1912:21 ASAP?

2012:21      A.   I don't know their motivation.  I

2112:21 believe that relates -- I understood at some

2212:21 point, I came to understand that the NCAA had

2312:21 sent a letter in November 2011.  Whether

2412:21 that's the response they're talking about

2512:21 there, I don't know.
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112:21      Q.   What about this --

212:21      A.   Oh, maybe not.  Actually, now I'm

312:21 reading it more, it may be -- well, I don't

412:21 know.  If it's a response to the terms of

512:21 these discussions, I don't know.

612:21                My first reaction was thinking

712:21 it might refer to the September letter, but as

812:21 I read more context here, it may be just a

912:21 response to the terms they're discussing here.

1012:21 I don't know their intent.

1112:22      Q.   Did anyone, Gene Marsh, Frank, et

1212:22 cetera, ever tell you that NCAA wanted to move

1312:22 quickly?

1412:22      A.   Yes, I did understand that.

1512:22      Q.   What was your understanding as to

1612:22 why?

1712:22      A.   So I do remember hearing a date in

1812:22 early August where the NCAA had and up coming

1912:22 board meeting and then I remember that date

2012:22 being accelerated, but I don't recall a

2112:22 discussion as to why.

2212:22      Q.   Did you get the feeling that -- I

2312:22 mean, when you came in on July 16th, did you

2412:23 get that time pressure feeling to get an

2512:23 agreement passed, whether it was a consent
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112:23 decree or something else?

212:23           MR. M. SCOTT:  Objection.

312:23           MR. GARDNER:  Join.

412:23           THE WITNESS:  What I recall is when

512:23      I first heard about the discussions,

612:23      which was Tuesday, Wednesday, hearing

712:23      that there was an August date and then as

812:23      discussions continued, hearing that there

912:23      was more urgency expressed by the NCAA to

1012:23      have a decision now, and at some point, I

1112:23      recall hearing there was an NCAA board

1212:23      meeting on the 21st and that the matter

1312:23      had to be done by then.

1412:23 BY MS. MADDEN:

1512:24      Q.   Did you ever push back on this

1612:24 expedited timeline?

1712:24      A.   I don't know what Gene or President

1812:24 Erickson may have done.  I had no

1912:24 communications with the NCAA.

2012:24      Q.   Did you express to Gene that he

2112:24 should push back on the accelerated timeline?

2212:24      A.   I recall concern about the demands,

2312:24 time demands, that the NCAA was imposing, and

2412:24 I recall discussing the concern about the time

2512:24 demands, but what they did with that and what
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112:24 conversations they may have had, I don't know.

212:24      Q.   Let's talk about your concerns.

312:24 What were the concerns?

412:24      A.   Well, it was moving fast and it was

512:24 an important matter and it seemed to be

612:24 getting worse as the week went along.  So in

712:25 these fluid discussions, the terms got worse.

812:25      Q.   What do you mean by "worse"?

912:25      A.   The dollar figure went up,

1012:25 additional sanctions were added, the

1112:25 expression of, as related to me from both

1212:25 President Erickson and Gene Marsh, was that

1312:25 things were going south at the NCAA -- that's

1412:25 a phrase that sticks in my mind -- that they

1512:25 were being told, the board -- the presidents,

1612:25 the NCAA board was -- their reaction was for

1712:25 more and greater sanctions, including the

1812:25 death penalty, and that things were going in

1912:25 the wrong direction.  And I recall hearing

2012:25 time urgency expressed about you need to do

2112:26 this now, things aren't going well, and the

2212:26 actual terms were getting worse.

2312:26      Q.   And "worse," do you mean more

2412:26 unfavorable?

2512:26      A.   More onerous, right.
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112:26      Q.   For Penn State?

212:26      A.   For Penn State.

312:26      Q.   Who was conveying these discussions

412:26 to you or that things were going south, to use

512:26 your --

612:26      A.   I think I heard that from both

712:26 President Erickson and Gene Marsh.

812:26      Q.   Did anyone express to you why the

912:26 terms were getting worse for Penn State as

1012:26 time went on?

1112:26      A.   I recall being -- my understanding

1212:26 was the presidents were -- thought this was a

1312:26 worse case they'd ever seen and they believed

1412:26 there should be very strong action, and the

1512:27 terms that we were hearing from both President

1612:27 Erickson and Gene Marsh were -- were getting

1712:27 worse.

1812:27      Q.   "The presidents," when you refer to

1912:27 that in the plural --

2012:27      A.   That's the NCAA board.

2112:27      Q.   Okay.

2212:27      A.   It's composed of presidents.

2312:27           MR. M. SCOTT:  Presidents of what?

2412:27           THE WITNESS:  Presidents of

2512:27      university -- my understanding was the
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112:27      NCAA board is composed of presidents of

212:27      universities.

312:27           So that was the group that was --

412:27      that Emmert was saying and NCAA staff was

512:27      saying to Gene Marsh they had very strong

612:27      feelings, they think it's the worse case

712:27      of institutional control they've ever

812:27      seen, majority favored the death penalty,

912:27      and you need to act know if you want to

1012:27      avoid that.

1112:27 BY MS. MADDEN:

1212:27      Q.   So when you're referring to

1312:27 presidents, President Erickson is excluded

1412:27 from that?

1512:27      A.   Yeah, I was not referring to

1612:27 President Erickson.  I was referring to what

1712:28 President Erickson was reporting he heard from

1812:28 Emmert and what Gene was reporting he heard

1912:28 from NCAA staff.

2012:28      Q.   Okay.  Point eight on Exhibit 1, the

2112:28 second sentence, this matter to then -- I

2212:28 think he means them -- is about 50 percent

2312:28 substance and 50 percent politics or pressure

2412:28 for the NCAA and Penn State to do something.

2512:28 Did anyone at that time express to you the
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112:28 politics or pressure NCAA was feeling or NCAA

212:28 was under?

312:28      A.   The conversation I recall is what

412:28 I've just told you, which is that the

512:28 presidents felt -- that is the board, the NCAA

612:28 board -- felt very strongly about the facts

712:28 and circumstances, believed there should be

812:29 significant punishment up to and including the

912:29 death penalty.

1012:29                And my recollection is that was

1112:29 based on their reaction to the set of

1212:29 circumstances.  I don't -- I mean, I see this

1312:29 reference here.  I don't specifically recall

1412:29 discussing that separate from the demands that

1512:29 were being made on Penn State.

1612:29      Q.   What were you told about the death

1712:29 penalty in this context?

1812:29      A.   My recollection is it came up in

1912:29 more than one conversation with President

2012:29 Erickson reporting on his conversation with

2112:29 Emmert and Gene reporting on his conversation

2212:29 with the staff to the effect that the majority

2312:29 of the presidents favor the death penalty or

2412:30 the board favors the death penalty.

2512:30      Q.   What was your opinion as to the
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112:30 death penalty?

212:30           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.

312:30           MR. M. SCOTT:  Other than it would

412:30      be bad.

512:30           MR. GARDNER:  That would have been

612:30      my objection.

712:30           THE WITNESS:  I mean, is that what

812:30      you mean?  Maybe you can reask that?  I

912:30      don't --

1012:30 BY MS. MADDEN:

1112:30      Q.   What was your opinion as to whether

1212:30 the death penalty should be imposed or not on

1312:30 Penn State?

1412:30           MR. KOWALSKI:  Objection to form.

1512:30           THE WITNESS:  Well, there's no doubt

1612:30      on behalf of Penn State that we did not

1712:30      support, favor, encourage any, way shape

1812:30      or form the death penalty or think it was

1912:30      appropriate.

2012:30 BY MS. MADDEN:

2112:30      Q.   Did you feel that it was or think it

2212:31 was a sanction that NCAA would actually impose

2312:31 on Penn State at that time?

2412:31      A.   Well, we relied in part on Gene

2512:31 Marsh as our NCAA expert.  We relied on what
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112:31 we were told was the position of the

212:31 presidents in the NCAA.  And Gene's analysis,

312:31 you know, broke it down into what happens if

412:31 they do a direct enforcement, and what happens

512:31 if it goes through a committee on infractions,

612:31 and the death penalty was part of that concern

712:31 under either of those alternatives as we

812:31 understood it.

912:31      Q.   As to the financial number, I'm on

1012:32 the second page of Exhibit 1, the number

1112:32 30 million is mentioned, point three.

1212:32      A.   Yes.

1312:32      Q.   Did you have an understanding as to

1412:32 why the original number was $30 million?

1512:32      A.   My memory of the number is that it

1612:32 moved from 30 to 60, and that the 60 was based

1712:32 on essentially one year's gross revenues for

1812:32 football, and that they had done a new

1912:32 calculation or a new review to come up with

2012:32 that number.

2112:32                I don't recall knowing where

2212:32 the 30 came from or understanding where the 30

2312:32 came from.  I might have; I just don't recall

2412:32 it.

2512:33      Q.   These additional issues on the
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112:33 second page, probation and application of

212:33 repeat violator provision going forward, were

312:33 those discussed?

412:33      A.   That's why I paused when you earlier

512:33 asked when I've seen this before.  I don't

612:33 recall seeing that phrase phrased that way,

712:33 so -- but I do recall probation being a

812:33 discussion that Gene Marsh discussed with the

912:33 NCAA, and which is, in the ultimate consent

1012:33 decree, there is a provision on the probation.

1112:33 I don't know the repeat violator provision

1212:33 going forward.  I don't recall that question.

1312:33      Q.   A brief discussion on the first page

1412:33 on the top of the email, first page of Exhibit

1512:33 1, going back regarding the open records

1612:33 request, why might Marsh be concerned that his

1712:33 emails were subject to the open records

1812:34 request?

1912:34      A.   I don't know what his thinking was.

2012:34 But I've worked at universities where there's

2112:34 open records laws and some where there's not,

2212:34 and it, you know, affects what documents are

2312:34 available, and therefore it affects how people

2412:34 do business.

2512:34      Q.   Was it a concern that you had at
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112:34 this point at Penn State that certain

212:34 discussions --

312:34      A.   I didn't.

412:34      Q.   -- might be made public?

512:34      A.   Not something I thought about.

612:34      Q.   And then going to page two again --

712:34 sorry to jump around a little bit -- paragraph

812:34 four or point four, post-season ban, Donald

912:34 Remy mentioned only one year; do you see that?

1012:35      A.   I do.

1112:35      Q.   Do you remember Donald Remy

1212:35 mentioning only one year or was that conveyed

1312:35 to you through Gene Marsh?

1412:35      A.   I believe it was first conveyed to

1512:35 me by President Erickson responding --

1612:35 reporting on a conversation with Emmert.  And

1712:35 my recollection is the initial report from

1812:35 Erickson based on Emmert and the initial

1912:35 report from Marsh based on NCAA staff was a

2012:35 one-year post-season ban.  That was part of

2112:35 the original package of sanctions.

2212:35      Q.   Is it your understanding that the

2312:35 ban increased?

2412:35      A.   Yes.

2512:35      Q.   Do you know why?
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112:35      A.   No.

212:35      Q.   What did it increase to?

312:35      A.   Well, I mean, I don't know what

412:35 NCAA's thinking is, but I assume it was part

512:35 of what I mentioned to you before.  We

612:36 understood that the board of directors was --

712:36 felt very strongly, was increasingly

812:36 concerned, and the severity of the sanctions

912:36 increased over the course of the week.

1012:36      Q.   When did you first become aware of

1112:36 the idea that there was going to be some sort

1212:36 of written agreement?

1312:36           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

1412:36           THE WITNESS:  I mean, I think I

1512:36      understood probably from the first time

1612:36      it was reported to me that the NCAA was

1712:36      going to proceed by way of, you know,

1812:36      that if the board had taken jurisdiction

1912:36      and was going to proceed that way, rather

2012:36      than through a committee on infractions

2112:36      and that the death penalty was in play,

2212:37      but that if we met certain conditions,

2312:37      accepted certain terms, we could avoid

2412:37      that, that would likely be memorialized

2512:37      in some form of agreement.
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112:37 BY MS. MADDEN:

212:37      Q.   Why was there concern that if Penn

312:37 State wouldn't act, the NCAA would impose

412:37 additional or greater sanctions?

512:37           MR. KOWALSKI:  Objection to the

612:37      form.

712:37           THE WITNESS:  Both President

812:37      Erickson and Gene Marsh in their separate

912:37      conversations reported that that was part

1012:37      of the discussion that they had had with

1112:37      their counterparts, President Emmert and

1212:37      the staff; that the -- that more severe

1312:38      sanctions, including the death penalty,

1412:38      were on the table as part of an imposed

1512:38      set of sanctions by the board that could

1612:38      be avoided if we accepted, you know, an

1712:38      alternative set of conditions which were

1812:38      imposed, but which we would accept.

1912:38           There's a separate analysis about

2012:38      committee on infractions.  At some point

2112:38      we considered that as a possible

2212:38      alternative, and that also included

2312:38      trying to understand what might be the

2412:38      outcome if it went that direction.

25
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112:38 BY MS. MADDEN:

212:38      Q.   What did Gene Marsh convey to you as

312:38 to the conversations among the presidents that

412:38 if you didn't accept or come to some agreement

512:39 the sanctions would increase, or why they

612:39 would increase if something wasn't -- if an

712:39 agreement wasn't reached quickly?

812:39           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

912:39           MR. M. SCOTT:  Objection.

1012:39           THE WITNESS:  I don't know that I

1112:39      can answer the why.

1212:39           What I recall is being told by both

1312:39      President Erickson and Gene Marsh based

1412:39      on separate conversations that there

1512:39      could be more onerous sanctions up to and

1612:39      including the death penalty if the NCAA

1712:39      board acted directly, if we engaged in a

1812:39      dialogue and ended up accepting a set of

1912:39      alternative sanctions, we'd know what

2012:40      they were and could provide some

2112:40      certainty to that.

2212:40           And then at some point we also

2312:40      communicated with Gene Marsh about what

2412:40      would be the possible outcome on the

2512:40      committee of infractions process.
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112:40                    -  -  -

212:40                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 2 was

312:40        marked for identification.)

412:40                    -  -  -

512:40 BY MS. MADDEN:

612:40      Q.   I'll get into the committee on

712:40 infractions in a bit.

812:40                I'm going to show you what's

912:40 been marked as Dunham-2.  You can take a

1012:40 moment to just read over the email chain.

1112:41                Frank asked whether it would be

1212:41 preferable or advantageous for us to take the

1312:41 lead on drafting, "us" being Penn State.  Did

1412:41 you have an opinion as to whether Penn State

1512:41 or NCAA would draft the consent decree?

1612:41      A.   So I didn't remember this; but I

1712:41 would say to you that in general, in

1812:41 settlements and in financial documents and

1912:41 otherwise, people like to control the

2012:41 drafting.

2112:41                And, you know, I don't know

2212:41 what Frank's suggestion was that it might

2312:41 relate to that, but I certainly understood

2412:41 that week that the NCAA insisted on

2512:41 controlling and drafting it and the terms were
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112:42 nonnegotiable.

212:42      Q.   Earlier in the week, did you push

312:42 for Penn State to draft it?

412:42      A.   I don't know anything more than

512:42 seeing this document about that discussion.

612:42 My understanding was this was a process and

712:42 terms controlled dictated by the NCAA.

812:42                    -  -  -

912:42                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 3 was

1012:42        marked for identification.)

1112:42                    -  -  -

1212:43 BY MS. MADDEN:

1312:42      Q.   I'm going to show you what's been

1412:43 marked as Dunham-3.

1512:43                At the second page of the email

1612:43 chain there's an agenda for a call between

1712:43 Remy, Marsh and Berst.  Was Marsh the only one

1812:43 from the Penn State side that was on these

1912:43 calls with NCAA?

2012:43           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

2112:43           THE WITNESS:  Yes, to my knowledge.

2212:44 BY MS. MADDEN:

2312:44      Q.   Was communicating with the NCAA?

2412:44      A.   Other than President Erickson.

2512:44      Q.   And after Gene had a call with the
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112:44 NCAA, he expresses the need to talk to you

212:44 and/or Frank, do you see that, on July 19th?

312:44      A.   Yes.

412:44      Q.   Do you remember having the

512:44 conversation with him about this email?

612:44      A.   Not particularly this email.  I do

712:44 remember conversations where he reported on

812:44 his conversations with the NCAA.

912:44      Q.   So, on July 19th, do you remember

1012:44 him reporting on any of the items for

1112:44 discussion that he references on page two?

1212:44      A.   I can't designate a particular date

1312:44 or a particular conversation, but we did have

1412:44 conversations where he reported on his

1512:44 conversations with NCAA staff.

1612:44      Q.   During that time period, the

1712:45 conversations blend together?

1812:45      A.   They do in my memory.

1912:45      Q.   Tab ten and 11 also on Exhibit 3, do

2012:45 you know what was so urgent, he says it

2112:45 appears urgent, I wish we could talk right

2212:45 away.

2312:45           MR. M. SCOTT:  You know, Gene was

2412:45      deposed.  If somebody wants to know why

2512:45      Gene thought it was urgent, somebody
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112:45      should have asked Gene.  We're wasting a

212:45      lot of time with these questions about

312:45      what was in Gene Marsh's mind or why did

412:45      Gene think this.

512:45           I'm not going to tell him not to

612:45      answer the question, obviously, but

712:45      really.

812:46           MR. SEIBERLING:  Part of the problem

912:46      is we didn't have some of these documents

1012:46      by the time we deposed Gene.

1112:46           THE WITNESS:  The short answer is I

1212:46      don't know.

1312:46           MR. M. SCOTT:  You had the documents

1412:46      before Gene Marsh's deposition.

1512:46           MR. SEIBERLING:  The night before.

1612:46           MR. GARDNER:  I would just like to

1712:46      note we got through them all in time.

1812:46           MS. MADDEN:  I can ask what he

1912:46      remembers.

2012:46           MR. M. SCOTT:  Your firm has had a

2112:46      lot of lawyers working on this

2212:46      litigation.  You had plenty of lawyers to

2312:46      look at those documents before Gene

2412:46      Marsh's deposition.  And you did look at

2512:46      them because you questioned him about
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112:46      them the next day.  So I don't want to

212:46      debate who has a bigger law firm.  You

312:46      guys have enough lawyers in this case.

412:46                    -  -  -

512:46                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 4 was

612:46        marked for identification.)

712:46                    -  -  -

812:46 BY MS. MADDEN:

912:46      Q.   I'm going to show what's been marked

1012:46 as Dunham-4.

1112:46                Just a quick question on this:

1212:46 Do you know whose handwriting this is?

1312:47      A.   No.

1412:47      Q.   It was produced to us without any

1512:47 sort of custodian information whatsoever, so

1612:47 we have no information where it came from.

1712:47      A.   I do not know.

1812:47           MR. M. SCOTT:  I'm sorry, I did not

1912:47      hear what you just said.

2012:47           MS. MADDEN:  I asked whose

2112:47      handwriting --

2212:47           MR. M. SCOTT:  I heard that.  The

2312:47      next thing is what I missed.

2412:47           MS. MADDEN:  These emails were

2512:47      produced to us without any sort of meta
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112:47      data, any custodian information, so we

212:47      have no idea who it would be or who it

312:47      came from.

412:47           MR. M. SCOTT:  If you want me to

512:47      follow up, I think I can find out.

612:47           MS. MADDEN:  We've been asking --

712:47           MR. M. SCOTT:  I believe that's

812:47      important.

912:47           MS. MADDEN:  We've been asking for I

1012:47      believe meta data information, so that

1112:47      would be helpful.

1212:47           MR. M. SCOTT:  I don't even know

1312:47      what that is.  I understand what

1412:47      handwriting is.  If you want to know

1512:48      whose handwriting it is, I can try and

1612:48      find that out for you.

1712:48           MS. MADDEN:  Okay.  And I'll put on

1812:48      the record that we requested meta data

1912:48      information.  So to the powers that be --

2012:48           MR. M. SCOTT:  Okay.

2112:48           MS. MADDEN:  -- who are producing

2212:48      things, they can produce that to us as

2312:48      well.

2412:48                    -  -  -

2512:48                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 5 was
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112:48        marked for identification.)

212:48                    -  -  -

312:48 BY MS. MADDEN:

412:48      Q.   Dunham-5, I'm showing you, it's an

512:48 email from Gene Marsh.  You're copied on this

612:48 email, or you received this email rather.

712:48 Just take a moment to read it over.  And I'll

812:48 walk you through it so you don't have to read

912:48 it in extreme detail if you don't want to.

1012:48                Do you recognize this email?

1112:48      A.   I'm sure I received it.

1212:48      Q.   On the second paragraph down, Gene

1312:49 says I punched back on some things today and

1412:49 it goes on.  Was he getting instruction from

1512:49 Penn State from you or Frank or Erickson to

1612:49 push back to the NCAA that you recall?

1712:49      A.   Well, we had a number of

1812:49 conversations with Gene and with President

1912:49 Erickson about concerns with a number of

2012:49 issues, and I'm sure Gene took some of those

2112:49 concerns back to the NCAA in various ways, but

2212:49 I don't know what he said or how he did that.

2312:49                In terms of specific

2412:49 instructions, it wasn't presented that way; it

2512:49 was a discussion of concerns we had.
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112:49      Q.   Was there concern that Penn State

212:49 would push back too much on NCAA, that it

312:49 might backfire?

412:50      A.   I don't myself recall that

512:50 discussion.

612:50      Q.   Not a discussion.  Did you have

712:50 those concerns?

812:50      A.   I don't recall thinking that.  I

912:50 don't recall that discussion.  I recall it --

1012:50 a discussion on the merits and the substance,

1112:50 we have concerns about this, and I also recall

1212:50 being told they will not negotiate terms.

1312:50      Q.   On this third paragraph down, again,

1412:50 Gene is talking about the death penalty.  Was

1512:50 it your understanding that as of July 19th the

1612:50 death penalty was still in play as a potential

1712:50 sanction?

1812:50           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

1912:50           THE WITNESS:  All I can do -- I'm

2012:50      afraid to repeat what I told you -- I did

2112:51      understand from both President Erickson

2212:51      and from Gene Marsh that their contacts

2312:51      were saying to them that the death

2412:51      penalty was supported by the board or the

2512:51      majority of the board and was in play
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112:51      throughout the week.

212:51 BY MS. MADDEN:

312:51      Q.   Did anyone ever voice to you that if

412:51 you didn't agree to the consent decree or

512:51 another agreement, that the death penalty

612:51 would be imposed?

712:51           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

812:51           THE WITNESS:  I think the best way

912:51      to answer that is, what I tried to do

1012:51      before, which is we were told the death

1112:51      penalty was supported by a majority of

1212:51      the board.  We were told the board -- the

1312:51      NCAA was going to take action.  We were

1412:51      told they were willing to entertain an

1512:51      alternative, which was what ultimately

1612:52      became the consent decree.  And we were

1712:52      told -- or there was a discussion toward

1812:52      the end of the week also about a

1912:52      committee on infractions process.

2012:52 BY MS. MADDEN:

2112:52      Q.   Halfway down the page on this first

2212:52 page of Dunham-5 --

2312:52      A.   I'm sorry, I should clarify, that is

2412:52 an internal Penn State discussion about

2512:52 committee on infractions process.
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112:52      Q.   Okay.  The Freeh report, they want

212:52 Penn State to state that it accepts the fact

312:52 findings in the Freeh report.  We talked about

412:52 this briefly before.

512:52                But as of July 19th, was NCAA

612:52 still pressuring Penn State to accept the

712:52 findings in the Freeh report that you can

812:53 recall?

912:53           MR. KOWALSKI:  Object to the form.

1012:53           THE WITNESS:  My understanding is up

1112:53      to including and the consent decree, the

1212:53      NCAA insisted that as a term of

1312:53      resolution there had to be some kind of

1412:53      acceptance of the Freeh report.

1512:53 BY MS. MADDEN:

1612:53      Q.   Just below that it talks about the

1712:53 November 17th letter, ignore it, no formal

1812:53 response needed.  Did you ever see the

1912:53 November 17th letter?

2012:53      A.   I don't have a memory of it.  I

2112:53 wouldn't be surprised if I didn't look at it

2212:53 that week, but I don't have a memory.

2312:53      Q.   Do you know why Penn State was going

2412:53 to ignore it or not issue a formal response?

2512:53      A.   I recall being told both by Gene
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112:54 Marsh and President Erickson about their

212:54 respective communications that at some point

312:54 the NCAA said you don't need to respond to

412:54 that letter.

512:54      Q.   Were you ever told why you didn't

612:54 need to respond to the letter?

712:54      A.   I don't have a specific

812:54 recollection, but it would not surprise me

912:54 that it was in the context of a resolution, if

1012:54 we were able to reach a resolution short of

1112:54 other kinds of proceedings or sanctions, then

1212:54 a response wouldn't be necessary.

1312:54      Q.   Was it ever mentioned that the Freeh

1412:54 report was a sufficient answer to the

1512:54 November 17th letter?

1612:54      A.   I don't remember that at all.

1712:54      Q.   In this email, Dunham-5, at the

1812:55 bottom of the first page, it talks about the

1912:55 $30 million moving up to $60 million.

2012:55                Was that an imposition of a

2112:55 sanction or was Penn State ever consulted

2212:55 about that?

2312:55           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

2412:55           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

2512:55           THE WITNESS:  All of the sanctions
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112:55      were imposed.

212:55 BY MS. MADDEN:

312:55      Q.   Did you feel that the monetary

412:55 penalty was a sudden increase?

512:55      A.   Yes.

612:55      Q.   What was your reaction to that

712:55 sudden increase?

812:55      A.   I was upset by it.

912:55      Q.   Did you ever try to push back to

1012:55 have the $30 million imposed instead of

1112:55 $60 million?

1212:55      A.   I don't know what conversations Gene

1312:55 Marsh and Dr. Erickson may have had on that

1412:55 subject, but we were upset with any penalty

1512:55 and we were specifically upset with an

1612:56 increase in penalty as the week went along.

1712:56      Q.   Did you ever instruct Gene Marsh to

1812:56 push back on that monetary penalty?

1912:56      A.   No.  You've asked that a couple of

2012:56 times about instruct.  All I can do is tell

2112:56 you we had discussions where we expressed

2212:56 concerns and issues.  And Gene Marsh is a

2312:56 professional and highly-skilled NCAA expert

2412:56 lawyer, and he would have carried out the

2512:56 discussions as he thought appropriate.
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112:56      Q.   In your discussions with Gene Marsh,

212:56 did you discuss pushing back on the monetary

312:56 sanctions?

412:56      A.   I think we discussed pushing back on

512:56 everything.

612:56      Q.   What was the outcome of those

712:56 discussions as to whether to push back or not?

812:56      A.   I could only repeat what I've said

912:56 before, which is from day one my understanding

1012:56 was the NCAA said we will not negotiate the

1112:56 terms.

1212:57      Q.   On the second page of Dunham-5,

1312:57 there's a section individual culpability down

1412:57 the road; do you see that?

1512:57      A.   Yes.

1612:57      Q.   Did you have a conversation with

1712:57 Gene Marsh and/or Frank about individual

1812:57 culpability being part of the consent decree?

1912:57           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.  Did you

2012:57      say part of or not part of?

2112:57           MS. MADDEN:  Part of.

2212:57           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.

2312:57           THE WITNESS:  I don't recall that at

2412:57      all.  My recollection there was a term in

2512:57      the consent decree that it didn't address
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112:57      individual issues, and I don't recall any

212:57      discussion that -- I don't recall any

312:58      discussion otherwise.

412:58                    -  -  -

512:58                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 6 was

612:58        marked for identification.)

712:58                    -  -  -

812:58 BY MS. MADDEN:

912:58      Q.   I'm going to show you what's been

1012:58 marked as Dunham-6.  We won't spend a lot of

1112:58 time on this, but it's an email from Gene

1212:59 Marsh to you, among other people.  If you want

1312:59 to take a moment and just look it over.

1412:59      A.   Okay.

1512:59      Q.   Under the specifics, it seems as

1612:59 though the NCAA is dropping some of the

1712:59 penalties, or reducing, rather; do you agree?

1812:59      A.   Well, number one is a reduction in

1912:59 post-season ban from five to four.  Number two

2012:59 does not look to me like a reduction.  And

2112:59 then number three deals with a specific

2212:59 possible sanction that says they will drop it.

2301:00      Q.   At the end of the week, on

2401:00 July 19th, was the death penalty still at

2501:00 play?
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101:00           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.

201:00           THE WITNESS:  I understood that the

301:00      death penalty was in play throughout the

401:00      week.

501:00 BY MS. MADDEN:

601:00      Q.   Do you know why they dropped the

701:00 post-season ban from five years to four?

801:00      A.   No.

901:00                    -  -  -

1001:00                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 7 was

1101:00        marked for identification.)

1201:00                    -  -  -

1301:00 BY MS. MADDEN:

1401:00      Q.   I'm going to show you what's marked

1501:00 as Dunham-7.  Let me know when you had a

1601:01 chance to read the email.

1701:01      A.   It's fine.

1801:01      Q.   The original email rather is on the

1901:01 second page of Dunham-7.

2001:01                Frank is expressing concerns

2101:01 about how can you take this much away from a

2201:01 school without an opportunity to be heard.

2301:01           MR. M. SCOTT:  I'm sorry, can I hear

2401:01      the question read back.

2501:01                   -   -   -
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101:01                  (Whereupon, a portion of the

201:01        transcript was read for the record.)

301:01                   -   -   -

401:01 BY MS. MADDEN:

501:01      Q.   Let me rephrase it.

601:01                Gene is expressing to Frank,

701:01 Mr. Dunham and William King can you take this

801:01 much away from a school without an opportunity

901:01 to be heard.  Did Penn State ever demand an

1001:01 opportunity to be heard?

1101:01           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.

1201:02           THE WITNESS:  I don't know, but

1301:02      President Erickson may have discussed

1401:02      with Dr. Emmert.  I don't know what he

1501:02      may have discussed with the people he was

1601:02      dealing with on the staff.

1701:02           In conversations with Gene, we

1801:02      expressed concerns about the whole range

1901:02      of issues being discussed, including the

2001:02      terms being proposed to be imposed, and,

2101:02      you know, I recall that there was a -- at

2201:02      some point, William King, I remember

2301:02      this, suggesting maybe there should be a

2401:02      personal meeting.  And I think I recall

2501:02      Gene suggesting that individual meetings
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101:02      were not -- they wouldn't agree or

201:02      wouldn't happen, but that's a vague

301:02      memory.

401:02           So I know it was raised by William

501:03      King, and I think I recall hearing that

601:03      the idea of contacting the NCAA

701:03      separately wouldn't go anywhere, but

801:03      that's a very vague recollection.

901:03 BY MS. MADDEN:

1001:03      Q.   The top email from Gene Marsh, I

1101:03 think Emmert is leading the charge, do you

1201:03 recall conversations with Gene Marsh about

1301:03 Emmert leading the charge?

1401:03      A.   I recall him saying that.

1501:03      Q.   Did you have any response to that?

1601:03      A.   I don't think particularly.  I don't

1701:03 remember any specific response to that

1801:03 specific statement.

1901:03      Q.   Were there conversations that the

2001:03 process was being imposed by Emmert?

2101:03      A.   What I recall is conversations from

2201:03 both President Erickson and from Gene Marsh

2301:04 reflecting on the attitudes and desires of the

2401:04 presidents, the board of directors of the

2501:04 NCAA.
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101:04                I think there may have been

201:04 discussion about Dr. Emmert being a strong

301:04 player, but I mostly recall discussion about

401:04 the board of directors and presidents of

501:04 universities supporting extremely strong

601:04 sanctions up to and including the death

701:04 penalty.

801:04                    -  -  -

901:04                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 8 was

1001:04        marked for identification.)

1101:05                    -  -  -

1201:05 BY MS. MADDEN:

1301:05      Q.   I'm going to show you what has been

1401:05 marked as Dunham-8, an email chain among those

1501:05 at Penn State we have been speaking about.

1601:06      A.   Okay.

1701:06      Q.   Do you remember seeing this email?

1801:06      A.   Yes, I think so.

1901:06      Q.   At this time, around this time, this

2001:06 week, did you have knowledge that NCAA had

2101:06 been getting reports from the Freeh Group?

2201:06      A.   Is that referred to here somewhere?

2301:06      Q.   Yes, in Gene Marsh's email from

2401:06 July 20th, the third paragraph down, and

2501:06 recall that Remy said all throughout the Freeh
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101:06 investigation, NCAA was getting reports every

201:06 two weeks from his group.

301:06      A.   So I think I said to you before that

401:06 I remember hearing that from Gene Marsh at

501:06 some point during the week.

601:06      Q.   Does this trigger any sort of

701:06 information you were getting from Gene Marsh

801:07 as to what reports the NCAA was getting?

901:07           MR. KOWALSKI:  Objection.

1001:07           THE WITNESS:  Not beyond what's

1101:07      stated here.  And just to be clear, what

1201:07      I don't recall is Gene saying anything

1301:07      beyond what's stated here.  I have no

1401:07      idea what reports were or weren't

1501:07      provided.

1603:22                   -   -   -

1703:22                  (Whereupon, a lunch recess

1803:22        was taken.)

1901:40                   -   -   -

2001:40                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 9 was

2101:40        marked for identification.)

2201:40                    -  -  -

2301:42 BY MS. MADDEN:

2401:43      Q.   Mr. Dunham, I'm going to show you

2501:43 what's been marked as Dunham-9.  Just take a
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101:43 moment to read just the top email from you to

201:43 Mr. Erickson, Dr. Erickson.

301:43      A.   Okay.

401:43      Q.   Earlier in the deposition, you

501:43 mentioned that the possibility of going

601:43 through an infraction process was discussed.

701:43      A.   Right.

801:43      Q.   Is this email an example of what you

901:43 were talking about?

1001:43      A.   It's part of that.  I think there a

1101:43 couple of different ones, but, yes, it was

1201:43 discussed in this email.

1301:43      Q.   Would you discuss what your concerns

1401:43 or opinions were as to going through the

1501:43 infractions process, or what was discussed

1601:43 with Erickson about that?

1701:44      A.   So my recollection is that

1801:44 throughout the week, particularly towards the

1901:44 end of the week, we internally were wanting to

2001:44 consider all possible alternatives as part of

2101:44 our responsibilities and thought it was

2201:44 prudent to do that.  And one of the

2301:44 possibilities was to push back on the NCAA

2401:44 about possibly going through a committee on an

2501:44 infractions process rather than a direct
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101:44 sanctions by the board and/or what ultimately

201:44 became the consent degree.  And as part of

301:44 that discussion, Gene provided information to

401:44 us and advice.  This reflects one telephone

501:45 call.

601:45                I know there was a more formal

701:45 sort of communication with his advice about

801:45 that Saturday or Sunday morning before the

901:45 consent decree was signed.  So it relates to

1001:45 that.  It relates to our considering

1101:45 alternatives that might be available and

1201:45 analyzing what the -- what was in the best

1301:45 interest of Penn State, which, of course, was

1401:45 what we were all about.

1501:45      Q.   What was your opinion at that time

1601:45 about going through the infractions process

1701:45 versus the course that Penn State ultimately

1801:45 took?

1901:45      A.   I think at that point of this email,

2001:45 I was passing on to President Erickson Gene

2101:45 Marsh's question and initial advice.  I

2201:45 believe Gene communicated further directly

2301:45 with President Erickson over the next day or

2401:46 two.  And then there was a more definitive, as

2501:46 I mentioned before, email that I recall Gene
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101:46 said about what he thought would happen if we

201:46 went through a committee on infractions

301:46 process should that be available.  So this

401:46 was -- this was part of that process, but I

501:46 don't believe at this time I was expressing a

601:46 view.  I was passing on Gene Marsh's

701:46 information.

801:46      Q.   At any point during this, did you

901:46 express a view about going through the

1001:46 infractions process?

1101:46      A.   Well, I ultimately supported the

1201:46 decision President Erickson made.  And so that

1301:46 was a decision based on all the relevant

1401:46 factors one considers in deciding on a course

1501:46 of conduct entering into a settlement or

1601:47 resolution of a dispute.  And this was part of

1701:47 that.  But ultimately, I believed it was

1801:47 President Erickson's decision, and his

1901:47 decision was sound and reflected the best

2001:47 interest of Penn State.

2101:47      Q.   And why did you feel it was the best

2201:47 decision to not go through the infractions

2301:47 process?

2401:47      A.   Well --

2501:47           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.
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101:47      The question seems to assume that was

201:47      necessarily an option that was available

301:47      as opposed to simply seeking to go

401:47      through the infractions process.

501:47           MS. MADDEN:  I'll rephrase.

601:48 BY MS. MADDEN:

701:48      Q.   Why did you think it was the best

801:48 decision to not pursue an infractions process?

901:48      A.   See, that's -- that's too cubby hole

1001:48 of a question.

1101:48      Q.   Okay.

1201:48      A.   So there were multiple issues on the

1301:48 table, right?  There was a possibility of

1401:48 direct decision by the board of directors, the

1501:48 presidents of our peers acting through the

1601:48 board of directors, imposing whatever

1701:48 sanctions they might choose to impose up to

1801:48 and including the death penalty.

1901:48                There was a possibility of a

2001:48 resolution, which ultimately became the

2101:48 consent decree, with imposed terms and

2201:48 whatever context that approach results.  There

2301:48 was the possibility of a committee on

2401:48 infractions.  We at least considered that as a

2501:48 possible alternative.  And there was also --
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101:49 depending on how this played out, there was a

201:49 possibility of litigation.  So you consider

301:49 all those things in trying to decide what's in

401:49 the best interest of Penn State, which is what

501:49 we were trying to do.

601:49      Q.   And you ultimately out of all of

701:49 these options decided to go with the consent

801:49 decree option?

901:49      A.   President Erickson decided

1001:49 ultimately to sign the consent decree, and I

1101:49 agree and believe that's in the best interest

1201:49 of Penn State.

1301:49                The factors that go into that

1401:49 are, you know, multiple and myriad and

1501:49 consider analysis and evaluation of what the

1601:49 alternatives might have been and what the

1701:49 consequences might be and what the risks are

1801:49 and, you know, all the factors that go into

1901:49 any institution deciding what's -- making a

2001:49 decision about the right thing to do in a

2101:49 given set of circumstances.  Committee on

2201:49 infractions was one possible alternative that

2301:50 was being discussed and considered.

2401:50                    -  -  -

2501:50                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 10 was
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101:50        marked for identification.)

201:50                    -  -  -

301:50 BY MS. MADDEN:

401:50      Q.   Mr. Dunham, I'm showing you what's

501:50 been marked as Dunham-10.  Just take a moment

601:50 to look it over.

701:50      A.   All right.  Okay.

801:50      Q.   This appears to be, not the top

901:50 email, but the substantive email, from you on

1001:50 July 21st at 8:04 a.m., appears to be

1101:50 reactions from you to the consent decree?

1201:50      A.   To a draft.

1301:50      Q.   To a draft of the consent decree?

1401:50      A.   Yes.

1501:50      Q.   Just a few points on this.  Point

1601:51 seven that you make, why did you think it was

1701:51 necessary that Penn State had some flexibility

1801:51 as you expressed there?

1901:51           MR. GARDNER:  I'm sorry, where is

2001:51      the "there," I didn't catch it.

2101:51           MS. MADDEN:  Paragraph seven.

2201:51           MR. GARDNER:  Thank you.  I'm sorry.

2301:51           THE WITNESS:  So this is a separate

2401:51      issue from the question we talked about

2501:51      before about adopting or -- the Freeh
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101:51      report.

201:51 BY MS. MADDEN:

301:51      Q.   Yes.

401:51      A.   This is separate.  This has to do

501:51 with the Freeh recommendations.

601:51      Q.   Okay.

701:51      A.   And on that, the board announced,

801:51 board leadership announced, on the afternoon

901:51 of the Freeh report, the 12th, that they would

1001:51 appoint a group to look at the

1101:52 recommendations.  I was named as part of that

1201:52 group.  And that was a commitment to look at

1301:52 the recommendations and proceed as

1401:52 appropriate.

1501:52                What the NCAA was proposing in

1601:52 the draft consent decree and indeed in

1701:52 discussions earlier that week was imposing an

1801:52 obligation to actually implement all of the

1901:52 Freeh recommendations, whether they made any

2001:52 sense or not, whether they were feasible or

2101:52 not, whether they were practical or not, and

2201:52 whether they made Penn State a better

2301:52 institution or not.  And I was pushing back

2401:52 against the idea that we would agree in some

2501:52 blanket way without study and analysis to
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101:52 implement everything, and so I proposed some

201:53 language to try to provide some leeway to that

301:53 process, which I expected to be a significant,

401:53 lengthy process over the next year or two,

501:53 unrelated to the consent decree, but related

601:53 to our review and implementing the Freeh

701:53 recommendations themselves.  I expected that

801:53 to be a process over a year or two.

901:53      Q.   Right.  Did NCAA push back to that,

1001:53 to your concern to have flexibility in

1101:53 adopting the Freeh recommendations either that

1201:53 you heard of or through Gene Marsh that was

1301:53 conveyed to you?

1401:53      A.   My understanding is they rejected

1501:53 the language that I suggested, but they did

1601:53 modify the language about the recommendations

1701:53 somewhat in a subsequent draft.

1801:54      Q.   Point nine that you make, it's the

1901:54 bottom of page one and page two of Dunham-10,

2001:54 what were your specific concerns that you're

2101:54 talking about here?

2201:54      A.   The draft consent decree anticipated

2301:54 that the parties would enter into an Athletic

2401:54 Integrity Agreement, but it had not been yet

2501:54 drafted or discussed.  The draft had language
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101:54 in it about what would happen if there was a

201:54 breach of the Athletic Integrity Agreement,

301:54 which had not yet been drafted or discussed,

401:55 and I was highly concerned about agreeing to

501:55 any set of possible consequences for violating

601:55 a document we hadn't even seen.

701:55      Q.   Did you get answers to these

801:55 questions that you posed on the second page of

901:55 Dunham-10, point nine?

1001:55      A.   I don't recall a specific language

1101:55 as it ended up.

1201:55                    -  -  -

1301:55                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 11 was

1401:55        marked for identification.)

1501:55                    -  -  -

1601:55 BY MS. MADDEN:

1701:55      Q.   I'm going to show you what's been

1801:55 marked as Dunham-11.  Again, we're going to

1901:55 focus on the email from you on July 21st at

2001:56 11:01 p.m.  Let me know when you've had a

2101:56 chance to review the email.

2201:56      A.   I'm fine.

2301:56      Q.   Okay.  Do you remember sending this

2401:56 email?

2501:56      A.   Yes.
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101:56      Q.   In your first point paragraph one,

201:56 explain your concerns that the NCAA is trying

301:56 to go beyond the language of the Freeh report.

401:56      A.   So, in looking at the draft --

501:56      Q.   Sorry.  This is in response to the

601:56 same draft as Dunham --

701:56      A.   I think this is maybe a later draft.

801:56      Q.   Okay.

901:56      A.   I'm not sure.

1001:56      Q.   Okay.  That's fine.

1101:56      A.   But in looking at the draft, there

1201:56 were a number of things I was trying to be

1301:56 attentive to, recognizing we were told we

1401:56 couldn't discuss or negotiate or push back on

1501:56 the substantive terms, the sanctions.  But

1601:57 there were other things that I was hopeful we

1701:57 could get some relief on, and one of them was

1801:57 what I mentioned to you before about adopting

1901:57 the Freeh report and trying to be sure there

2001:57 was proper language that didn't suggest the

2101:57 University had done that for all purposes

2201:57 because it hadn't.

2301:57                And another was to be sure that

2401:57 the language in the consent decree that made

2501:57 certain conclusions and opinions about events
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101:57 wasn't attributed to the University as opposed

201:57 to the NCAA.  So I read the consent decree

301:57 carefully to try to be sure that it wasn't

401:57 requiring us to agree to the NCAA's

501:58 description of events.

601:58                And a third concern I had, and

701:58 there were others, was that to the extent the

801:58 NCAA is making its own findings of some kind,

901:58 that it not expand on or go beyond whatever

1001:58 record they thought they had.  So I read it

1101:58 for statements that were NCAA's statements,

1201:58 not University statements, NCAA statements

1301:58 with the idea to say where does that come from

1401:58 and would it cause us, the University,

1501:58 potential negative consequences.  And this

1601:58 first paragraph was an attempt to raise a

1701:58 concern about the language going beyond

1801:58 what -- and causing possible harm to the

1901:58 University.

2001:59      Q.   In paragraph point two that you make

2101:59 about did they reject the reopen or

2201:59 reproposed, what is that talking about?

2301:59      A.   That was a very important point for

2401:59 me.  Not to repeat the stuff I told you before

2501:59 other things were important, but this was a
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101:59 very important point.  And I believe I raised

201:59 it in discussions even before we got the

301:59 draft.

401:59                But the concept was if the NCAA

501:59 is going to impose these terms on us and not

601:59 negotiate them and not engage in a process

701:59 where we have a real give and take about them,

801:59 then at the very least we need an opportunity

901:59 to reopen them later so that it can be reduced

1001:59 or eliminated.  Again, I thought that was in

1102:00 the best interest of Penn State, furthered the

1202:00 Penn State mission, and was helpful and

1302:00 important in mitigating against what I thought

1402:00 were overreaching, harsh imposed penalties.

1502:00      Q.   Did the NCAA reject this reopener?

1602:00      A.   Yes.

1702:00      Q.   Did you hear of any reason as to why

1802:00 it rejected it?

1902:00      A.   I don't recall hearing that.

2002:00                I should say so there's no

2102:00 confusion, I also proposed language to amend

2202:00 the consent decree, which has the effect of

2302:00 allowing for reopener.  So I didn't give up

2402:00 because they rejected the reopener, but they

2502:00 did reject the reopener as stated here, but we
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102:00 did ultimately get in the agreement, the

202:01 language about amending it in the future.

302:01      Q.   Is AIA, Athletics Integrity

402:01 Agreement, a way to reopen the consent degree?

502:01      A.   No.  There is a kind of connection

602:01 there.  It's not a way to reopen the consent

702:01 degree and it has no provision to say that.

802:01                The way to reopen the consent

902:01 decree, which we have in fact used, is the

1002:01 amendment to the consent decree language,

1102:01 which they did agree to after we suggested it.

1202:01                They said no to the specific

1302:01 reopener phrased here but yes to the paragraph

1402:01 that allowed for an amendment to the

1502:01 agreement.

1602:01                Then the AIA came into play and

1702:01 there were discussions about the AIA.  And in

1802:02 that context, I pushed again for more

1902:02 expressed language about an reopener and hoped

2002:02 that that could be to more expressly talk

2102:02 about reopening the consent decree in addition

2202:02 to the language that they did agree to about

2302:02 amending it.

2402:02                So we did have that further

2502:02 discussion in discussions with the NCAA, I
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102:02 did, in connection with the Athletic Integrity

202:02 Agreement, and they added in that context a

302:02 provision that said the Athletic Integrity

402:02 Agreement could be reviewed after two years,

502:02 and the monitor could recommend that he have

602:02 no further role.  So that was a kind of

702:02 limited reopener for a limited issue, which

802:02 was the role of the monitor.

902:02      Q.   As to the amendment language in the

1002:03 consent decree, did you ever try to amend the

1102:03 consent decree?

1202:03      A.   Yes, twice, the -- the reductions

1302:03 and sanctions in September 2013 and

1402:03 September 2014 are the result of amendments to

1502:03 the consent decree.

1602:03      Q.   Did you get pushed back from the

1702:03 NCAA?

1802:03           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.

1902:03           THE WITNESS:  It was a -- I don't

2002:03      know how best to answer that.

2102:03           The NCAA in both instances has

2202:03      issued statements as to why it reduced

2302:03      sanctions.  They come out of the NCAA's

2402:03      discussions with Senator Mitchell as the

2502:03      monitor.  You know, I'm not sure what
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102:03      else I can say about that.

202:04 BY MS. MADDEN:

302:04      Q.   Okay.  Point three on this email,

402:04 paragraph three, what did you mean by NCAA

502:04 wanting to short circuit normal procedural

602:04 projections?

702:04      A.   So, again, this is -- and, you know,

802:04 if I looked at the draft of the consent

902:04 decree, maybe it would help refresh me, but

1002:04 this was talking about concern about violating

1102:04 an agreement that hadn't yet been written that

1202:04 might allow the NCAA to impose sanctions

1302:04 without any process.

1402:04      Q.   Okay.

1502:04      A.   And I was concerned about that.

1602:04      Q.   And then later on in point three,

1702:04 the paragraph also refers to NCAA

1802:04 investigations which highlights the absurdity.

1902:04 Does that go to the same point we were

2002:05 discussing?

2102:05      A.   That goes to the point I was just

2202:05 making.

2302:05                    -  -  -

2402:05                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 12 was

2502:05        marked for identification.)
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102:05                    -  -  -

202:05 BY MS. MADDEN:

302:05      Q.   I'm showing you what's been marked

402:05 as Dunham 12.  Take a moment to look at that

502:05 email, mainly the top email on Dunham 12.

602:05      A.   Okay.

702:05      Q.   On the first sentence you say that

802:05 you don't have further comments, not that they

902:05 would do any good anyway.  What did you mean

1002:06 by that?

1102:06      A.   Well, we had been consistently told

1202:06 that the NCAA would not negotiate the terms,

1302:06 that with respect to some language we could

1402:06 make proposals that we had, and so that

1502:06 probably reflects the kind of exasperation

1602:06 that this was not your typical negotiation.

1702:06 This was a process of responding to a set of

1802:06 imposed terms with limited flexibility to

1902:06 suggest language changes.

2002:06      Q.   The fourth paragraph down, you're

2102:06 writing directly to Gene about an expressed

2202:06 reopener.  Does that go back to what we were

2302:06 just earlier talking about your concerns as to

2402:06 pushing for a reopener?

2502:07      A.   It relates back to that, yes.
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102:07      Q.   As of this point, they hadn't

202:07 settled on this amendment language?

302:07      A.   I don't recall the timing of that.

402:07      Q.   Okay.

502:07      A.   I think I put it in an email, so

602:07 that may help us figure out the timing, but I

702:07 thought I did.

802:07      Q.   That's okay.  I'm sure that you did.

902:07 I'm not as concerned about that.

1002:07                    -  -  -

1102:07                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 13 was

1202:07        marked for identification.)

1302:08                    -  -  -

1402:08           MS. MADDEN:  Mr. Scott, it's PSU

1502:08      Core 03849 for your records later.

1602:08           MR. GARDNER:  Thank you.

1702:08 BY MS. MADDEN:

1802:08      Q.   Do you remember sending the

1902:08 underlying email?

2002:08      A.   Yes.

2102:08      Q.   Why did you assume that the

2202:08 president had authority to approve and sign

2302:08 the NCAA agreement?

2402:08           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

2502:08           THE WITNESS:  Because based on my
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102:08      experience with universities and

202:08      discussions that week about the authority

302:09      of the president at Penn State, I

402:09      believed that the president had the

502:09      authority under the governing documents I

602:09      believe that was consistent with

702:09      university higher education decision

802:09      making in general based on my experience,

902:09      and I also believed that the NCAA -- in

1002:09      the circumstances of the NCAA issues,

1102:09      there is a provision in the NCAA bylaws

1202:09      about the authority of the president.

1302:09           The NCAA is a membership

1402:09      organization.  It's an organization that

1502:09      allocates significant responsibility to

1602:09      presidents.  So I believed at the time I

1702:09      sent this that President Erickson had the

1802:10      authority to sign under Penn State's

1902:10      governing documents, consistent with best

2002:10      practices of university governance and

2102:10      consistent with the unique circumstances

2202:10      of the NCAA and athletic decision making.

2302:10 BY MS. MADDEN:

2402:10      Q.   And you lay out a few questions.  By

2502:10 the way, who is Paula Amerdan (ph)?
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102:10      A.   She was director of the office of

202:10 the board.  I think she had a title of

302:10 assistant secretary, but secretary to the

402:10 board.

502:10      Q.   And you lay out a few questions in

602:10 your email.

702:10      A.   Yes.

802:10      Q.   First, is there a trustee policy or

902:10 bylaw re delegation, slash, athletics.  Is

1002:10 there?

1102:11      A.   I don't believe there is a policy --

1202:11 I don't believe there's a bylaw or standing

1302:11 order that refers specifically to delegation

1402:11 for athletics.

1502:11      Q.   Number two, is there a general

1602:11 delegation, slash, bylaw re contract.

1702:11      A.   Yes.

1802:11      Q.   Is there?

1902:11      A.   Yes.

2002:11      Q.   And what is that?

2102:11      A.   So just to back up a little, right,

2202:11 so, as this email says, Frank and I had

2302:11 discussed this already.  And assume for the

2402:11 reasons I gave you that the president did have

2502:11 authority.  And I was -- and then the consent
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102:11 decree came in Saturday morning, and it had a

202:11 representation that the president had

302:11 authority.  So I thought it would be helpful

402:11 and prudent for us to back up our belief and

502:11 our conclusion that the president had the

602:12 authority by reference to specific governing

702:12 documents.

802:12                I don't recall whether at that

902:12 time I had myself reviewed the bylaws.  I

1002:12 believe I had, but I don't recall it

1102:12 specifically.  I was more asking Frank as the

1202:12 counsel for the board and Paula as the

1302:12 assistant secretary to the board, as well as

1402:12 Tom Pool, who runs the board office, and David

1502:12 Gray, who is the senior vice president for

1602:12 finance it would be prudent for us to have a

1702:12 record of what are the expressed provisions in

1802:12 the governing documents on these issues, and

1902:12 both Frank and Paula followed up on that.

2002:12      Q.   Before you raised these questions

2102:13 with Paula in your conversations with you and

2202:13 Frank as to President Erickson's authority,

2302:13 what were those conclusions based on?

2402:13      A.   What I've told you.  They were based

2502:13 on my general understanding of governing
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102:13 authority in universities, based on the unique

202:13 circumstances of NCAA governance and specific

302:13 language in NCAA bylaws about the role of

402:13 presidents.

502:13                I cannot recall specifically

602:13 having looked at the Penn State governing

702:13 documents before this, although I believe I

802:13 probably had.  In any event, I understood from

902:13 that, those issues, and from talking to Frank

1002:13 and others that the delegation under the

1102:14 University's governing documents to the

1202:14 president for this kind of matter was

1302:14 established and provided for.

1402:14      Q.   Was it ever considered among you,

1502:14 Gene Marsh, Frank or the board to vote on this

1602:14 versus President Erickson signing off?

1702:14      A.   I don't recall a discussion about

1802:14 voting.  I do recall a discussion about

1902:14 presenting information about it to the board.

2002:14      Q.   What was that discussion?

2102:14      A.   I recall early on, Tuesday,

2202:14 Wednesday, asking Frank and President Erickson

2302:14 if the plan was to inform the board of the

2402:15 negotiations, discussions and possible

2502:15 outcome, and I recall the conclusion was to go
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102:15 to the full board would likely result in a

202:15 leak.

302:15                There had been a board meeting

402:15 in the last ten days before I started were

502:15 there had been an egregious leak of privileged

602:15 information.  And that was very damaging to

702:15 the institution potentially, and the leak here

802:15 would be very damaging to Penn State and not

902:15 in Penn State's interest because it could

1002:15 undercut the ability to complete these

1102:15 discussions in a way that was in the best of

1202:15 interest of Penn State.

1302:16                And I recall the president

1402:16 saying I cannot take this to the full board.

1502:16 The issue wasn't vote or not vote, it was

1602:16 inform.  I cannot take this to the full board

1702:16 because of the risks of leak based on our

1802:16 immediate specific experience, but within a --

1902:16 I don't think it was the same conversation,

2002:16 but shortly after that I learned of the

2102:16 president's intent to report to the executive

2202:16 committee of the board.

2302:16      Q.   Which leak are you talking about,

2402:16 the prior one?

2502:16      A.   Are you asking that because there
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102:16 were so many of them which leak?

202:16                There had been a board meeting

302:16 before I got there sometime I think in early

402:16 July, and there had been a leak of privileged

502:16 discussions.

602:17           MR. M. SCOTT:  Not to do with the

702:17      NCAA issues?

802:17           THE WITNESS:  Yes, not to do with

902:17      the NCAA.

1002:18 BY MS. MADDEN:

1102:18      Q.   As to the conversations that you

1202:18 were having regarding President Erickson's

1302:18 authority, was there any written

1402:18 communications or written documents showing

1502:18 those conclusions?

1602:18           MR. M. SCOTT:  We're talking now

1702:18      prior to the signing of the consent

1802:18      decree or at any time?

1902:18 BY MS. MADDEN:

2002:18      Q.   Any time.

2102:18      A.   Can I have a second?

2202:18      Q.   Sure.

2302:18      A.   The answer to that is, yes, there

2402:18 was a written communication.

25
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102:18      Q.   Can you describe that communication?

202:18      A.   Frank gave his opinion to the

302:19 president and the executive committee before

402:19 the consent decree was executed.  And in that

502:19 context, I don't remember the timing, the

602:19 chair of the board asked that that be

702:19 reflected in a formal written communication,

802:19 and Frank did that.

902:19      Q.   I'm sorry?

1002:19      A.   He sent a formal written

1102:19 communication to the University expressing the

1202:19 basis of the president's authority to execute

1302:19 the consent decree.

1402:19           MR. GARDNER:  Did you say --

1502:19           MS. MADDEN:  You can clean up the

1602:19      record as much as you want, I mean, when

1702:19      it's your time to question.

1802:19           MR. GARDNER:  Okay.  That's fine.

1902:19 BY MS. MADDEN:

2002:19      Q.   Were there specific bylaws cited

2102:20 in --

2202:20      A.   My recollection is there were

2302:20 communication --

2402:20      Q.   In Frank's communication?

2502:20      A.   Yes, to be clear, the communication
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102:20 was -- the oral opinion and information was

202:20 provided to President Erickson and the

302:20 executive committee before the consent decree

402:20 was executed.

502:20                The written confirmation of

602:20 that opinion with appropriate citations was

702:20 after the consent decree was executed

802:20 confirming the opinion that had been given.

902:20      Q.   What period of time after?

1002:20      A.   Two days.

1102:20      Q.   And were there specific bylaws

1202:20 cited?

1302:20      A.   I believe so.

1402:20      Q.   Do you know which bylaws were cited?

1502:20      A.   I have seen them.  They are ones I

1602:20 believe I looked at before, although I can't

1702:20 recall specifically when I did, but I'm

1802:20 virtually certain I looked at before --

1902:20 perhaps after sending this that I was shown

2002:20 them.

2102:21                They're bylaws dealing with the

2202:21 presidents' and officers' authority in various

2302:21 ways and they're cited, I believe Frank

2402:21 provided that information.  As I sit here

2502:21 today, I can't quote you the number.
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102:21                    -  -  -

202:21                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 14 was

302:21        marked for identification.)

402:21                    -  -  -

502:21 BY MS. MADDEN:

602:21      Q.   Okay.  I'm going to show you what's

702:21 been marked as Dunham 14.  It's a transcript

802:21 of the board of trustees special meeting on

902:21 August 12th.

1002:21                Is this the first time the

1102:21 board met after the consent decree was signed?

1202:21      A.   No.

1302:21      Q.   When did the board meet following

1402:21 the consent decree?

1502:21      A.   July 25 is my recollection.

1602:22      Q.   In the transcript, you did speak at

1702:22 this board meeting?

1802:22      A.   Yes.

1902:22      Q.   Do you usually speak at the board

2002:22 meetings?

2102:22      A.   Frequently, frequently an executive

2202:22 session.

2302:22      Q.   If you could turn to page 32.

2402:22 They're marked at the top.  That's the

2502:22 beginning of you addressing the board.  The
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102:22 last paragraph down, the last paragraph on the

202:22 page, you're talking about you considered both

302:23 common practice and the University's legal

402:23 documents as to President Erickson's authority

502:23 to execute the consent decree; do you see

602:23 that?

702:23      A.   Yes.

802:23      Q.   What kind of common practice are you

902:23 referring to?

1002:23      A.   What I think I've said, I have

1102:23 worked at many universities, not just the two

1202:23 that I was general counsel.  I worked at -- I

1302:23 provided advice to many universities on

1402:23 important things across the board, and I have

1502:23 a general understanding of how most

1602:23 universities handle delegation of authority

1702:23 and the president's authority.

1802:23                And I also have a general

1902:23 understanding on athletics issues about the

2002:23 role of the president.  I also had an

2102:23 understanding of prior practice at Penn State.

2202:24 By the time of this board meeting, I had an

2302:24 understanding of prior Penn State practice.

2402:24 And then I, of course, had the benefit of the

2502:24 University's legal documents, which are the
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102:24 most important of this set of issues and of

202:24 Frank's opinion.

302:24      Q.   Which board meeting was it when

402:24 Frank gave his oral opinion to the board as to

502:24 President Erickson's authority to sign?

602:24           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

702:24           THE WITNESS:  I believe it was the

802:24      executive committee meeting on -- prior

902:24      to the consent decree being executed.

1002:24 BY MS. MADDEN:

1102:24      Q.   Are there minutes kept of those

1202:24 meetings?

1302:24      A.   No.

1402:25      Q.   Why at the August 12th meeting were

1502:25 you addressing this issue as to President

1602:25 Erickson's authority to sign?

1702:25      A.   My recollection is because one or

1802:25 more trustees had raised the question and

1902:25 maybe people in the community, although my

2002:25 recollection is trustees.

2102:25      Q.   Did you address it before this board

2202:25 meeting with the trustees?

2302:25      A.   Yes.

2402:25      Q.   When?

2502:25      A.   In the meeting of July 25th, within
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102:25 a day or two of the consent decree, Frank

202:25 delivered his written and oral opinion.

302:25      Q.   And you spoke as well?

402:26      A.   I'm not sure I did.

502:26      Q.   But you said you did address the

602:26 board about these issues before the

702:26 August 12th meeting?

802:26      A.   In the meeting on July 25th, which I

902:26 believe is the date of Frank's written

1002:26 communication, I believe Frank discussed it

1102:26 with the full board.

1202:26      Q.   And why was it addressed with the

1302:26 full board after the consent decree was

1402:26 signed?

1502:26      A.   Because we had provided this advice

1602:26 and information to the president and to the

1702:26 executive committee, and my recollection is

1802:26 the chair said this would be helpful to

1902:26 provide to the full board, and so Frank did

2002:27 that.

2102:27      Q.   On page 32, the paragraph we were

2202:27 just looking at, you talk about University's

2302:27 legal documents.

2402:27      A.   Right.

2502:27      Q.   Which documents are you talking
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102:27 about there?

202:27      A.   I think I was referring to bylaws

302:27 and standing orders.

402:27      Q.   Okay.  At the executive meeting, did

502:27 anyone challenge that President Erickson had

602:27 authority to sign the consent decree without

702:27 the board?

802:27      A.   No.

902:27      Q.   Was there a vote?

1002:27      A.   No.

1102:27      Q.   And did anyone express concerns?

1202:27      A.   No.  A trustee asked the question

1302:27 does the president have authority, and Frank

1402:27 answered.

1502:27      Q.   Was there any follow-up

1602:27 conversation, follow-up questions?

1702:27      A.   I don't recall any concern or issue

1802:27 with it.

1902:28           MS. MADDEN:  Do you want to take a

2002:28      minute and I'll wrap up or do you want to

2102:28      ask your questions?  Let's just take a

2202:28      minute.

2302:28           MR. GARDNER:  Go ahead, that's fine.

2402:28           MS. MADDEN:  Thank you.

2503:22                   -   -   -
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103:22                  (Whereupon, a short recess

203:22        was taken.)

3                   -   -   -

402:32 BY MS. MADDEN:

502:32      Q.   The NCAA board approved the consent

602:32 decree and then the president signed.  Why

702:32 didn't Penn State follow that same procedure?

802:32      A.   Why didn't what?

902:32      Q.   Penn State follow that same

1002:32 procedure.

1102:32           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

1202:32           MR. M. SCOTT:  You mean having the

1302:32      board vote on the consent decree?

1402:32 BY MS. MADDEN:

1502:32      Q.   Yeah, the board approve it.

1602:32      A.   I think I've answered that.  We

1702:33 believed and do believe cleanly, clearly,

1802:33 strongly, convincingly that the president had

1902:33 authority to execute the consent decree.  We

2002:33 believed that at the time.

2102:33                We did have a discussion with

2202:33 the president about whether to discuss the

2302:33 consent decree with the full board.

2402:33                And I think I've told you there

2502:33 were grave concerns based on very recent
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102:33 specific leaks of board confidentiality, and

202:33 based on that, we understood President

302:33 Erickson said that President Emmert had told

402:33 him if there's any leak here, the deal is off.

502:34 President Erickson was very concerned about a

602:34 leak that would essentially deprive the

702:34 University of a choice and could result in

802:34 more sanctions up to and including the death

902:34 penalty.

1002:34                And to avoid that real

1102:34 significant risk and in light of the fact that

1202:34 the president had the authority to execute the

1302:34 consent decree, it was decided to present it

1402:34 for information to the executive committee

1502:34 which has the authority of the board between

1602:34 meetings.

1702:34      Q.   Did anyone you spoke to ever

1802:34 question that conclusion during this period of

1902:35 time?

2002:35      A.   I don't recall prior to execution of

2102:35 the consent decree anybody disagreeing or

2202:35 disputing or raising any question about that.

2302:35      Q.   And how about in the, let's say,

2402:35 month thereafter?

2502:35      A.   Well, there were.  That's why I
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102:35 think I've said that's the purpose -- one of

202:35 the purposes for the public presentation.  It

302:35 was discussed privately in the executive

402:35 session, I mean, the executive session of the

502:35 full board on July 25th.

602:35                And it was -- I discussed it

702:35 publicly at the August meeting, and my

802:35 recollection is one of the reasons I did that

902:35 was questions had been raised about the

1002:35 process.

1102:35           MS. MADDEN:  Okay.  I have no more

1202:36      questions for now.  I might have some

1302:36      follow-up after you.

1404:48                   -   -   -

1504:48             E X A M I N A T I O N

1604:48                   -   -   -

1702:37 BY MR. GARDNER:

1802:37      Q.   I think I heard this, but you'll

1902:37 correct me if I'm wrong, you never had any

2002:37 direct conversations with anybody representing

2102:37 the NCAA from the time of your employment

2202:37 until the execution of the consent decree,

2302:37 correct?

2402:37      A.   That's correct.

2502:37      Q.   So everything that you understood
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102:37 about what the NCAA asked for, wanted, said it

202:37 would or wouldn't do you got secondhand either

302:38 through Gene Marsh or President Erickson,

402:38 correct?

502:38      A.   That's true.  Although, I would say

602:38 Gene Marsh was a NCAA expert, and Gene Marsh

702:38 gave us his views about NCAA authority, issues

802:38 of infractions, issues of violations, and what

902:38 the NCAA might or might not do based on his

1002:38 experience as head of committee on infractions

1102:38 and as a long time NCAA expert.  So, to the

1202:38 extent that's information about the NCAA, we

1302:38 heard that directly from Gene.

1402:38      Q.   I will follow up on that in just a

1502:38 second, but as far as communications with the

1602:38 NCAA about what they would or wouldn't be

1702:38 willing to do in any potential deal, the deal

1802:38 that ended up being the consent decree, you

1902:38 got that information either from Mr. Marsh or

2002:38 President Erickson?

2102:38      A.   Yes.

2202:39      Q.   And to go to your point on

2302:39 Mr. Marsh, I take it you relied on his

2402:39 expertise in the days that led up to the

2502:39 consent decree?
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102:39      A.   Yes.

202:39      Q.   I know you've had some dealings in

302:39 your career with the NCAA, but did you

402:39 consider yourself an NCAA expert?

502:39      A.   No.

602:39      Q.   So you looked to Mr. Marsh for what

702:39 the NCAA could or couldn't do?

802:39      A.   We certainly looked to him for

902:39 advice about NCAA issues, including what we

1002:39 could or couldn't do.  We might have views

1102:39 based on general experience about how things

1202:39 work, but, yes, as an NCAA expertise matter,

1302:39 we looked at Gene Marsh.

1402:39      Q.   There was some discussions today

1502:39 about the findings of the Freeh report and the

1602:39 NCAA's request that as part of any deal Penn

1702:40 State would accept the findings.  Do you

1802:40 recall that testimony, those questions and

1902:40 that testimony?

2002:40      A.   Yes.

2102:40      Q.   Penn State had it not wanted to

2202:40 enter into the consent decree could have

2302:40 refused to accept the findings of the Freeh

2402:40 report, correct?

2502:40      A.   I think the way I put that is the
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102:40 NCAA told us, as I understand it from both

202:40 Dr. Erickson and Gene, that the term of the

302:40 consent decree, I think it may actually had

402:40 been referred to as part of the sanctions in

502:40 the consent decree, was that we -- was at

602:40 least a condition -- whether it was part of

702:40 the sanctions, it was at least a condition --

802:40 was that we must accept the consent decree.

902:41                Had we said no to that, there

1002:41 were other possible alternatives.  One might

1102:41 be direct imposition of sanctions by the NCAA

1202:41 board.  I don't know what they might have

1302:41 done.  We understood the death penalty was on

1402:41 the table.  Whether they would view imposition

1502:41 of an acceptance of the Freeh report as some

1602:41 kind of sanction, I don't know if that's what

1702:41 the NCAA would have felt they had the

1802:41 authority to do through a committee on

1902:41 infractions process, if it were allowed to go

2002:41 forward.  And we considered it, but weren't

2102:41 sure in the circumstances, but the

2202:41 possibilities were -- and we considered the

2302:41 outcome.

2402:41                And there's reference by Gene

2502:41 in the materials and in one of my emails that,
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102:41 you know, it could be a worse outcome or an

202:41 equally bad outcome, and so we considered that

302:42 and what role either direct enforcement by the

402:42 executive committee or the committee on

502:42 infractions process, should that happen.  What

602:42 role the NCAA might try to impose on Penn

702:42 State through -- with respect to the Freeh

802:42 report, I don't know.

902:42      Q.   Did Penn State ever consider at any

1002:42 time not accepting the findings of the Freeh

1102:42 report and taking some other option, taking

1202:42 its chances, doing something else?

1302:42      A.   We didn't accept the findings of the

1402:42 Freeh report.

1502:42      Q.   Did Penn State ever consider

1602:42 refusing the condition of some limited

1702:42 acceptance of the findings in the Freeh report

1802:42 for the purposes of the consent decree?

1902:42      A.   Just to be clear, the language in

2002:42 the consent decree as I recall it is limited

2102:42 to for purposes of the consent decree, so it

2202:42 was not a blanket acceptance or agreement.

2302:43                In terms of our consideration

2402:43 of options, it's I think not reasonable to

2502:43 break out we could have rejected that and done
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102:43 X.  It was more a bigger picture of what are

202:43 the possible alternatives.  There's direct

302:43 imposition sanctions by the NCAA board,

402:43 there's a possible settlement, if you will,

502:43 resolutions of -- which became the consent

602:43 decree.  There's a possible committee on

702:43 infractions process.

802:43                You know, those were

902:43 alternatives which at various times were

1002:43 considered.  Which ones were -- would have

1102:43 played out and in what way, we don't know, but

1202:43 we did consider those alternatives.

1302:43      Q.   Did you ever have any discussion

1402:43 with anyone prior to the execution of the

1502:43 consent decree that Penn State just shouldn't

1602:44 accept the findings of the Freeh report even

1702:44 for the limited purposes of the consent

1802:44 decree?

1902:44      A.   I don't think it's accurate to pull

2002:44 out that provision as you know, and either or

2102:44 choice.

2202:44                What we were told by the NCAA

2302:44 was if there's going to be a resolution of

2402:44 this dispute, a settlement of this set of

2502:44 issues, rather than direct imposition of
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102:44 sanctions by the executive committee including

202:44 possibly the death penalty if there's going to

302:44 be that, there are a bunch of terms that we

402:44 the NCAA insist on.  They included sanctions,

502:44 they included all of the punitive sanctions,

602:44 none of which would they negotiate or discuss

702:45 with us, all of the punitive sanctions.  They

802:45 included other language in the consent decree,

902:45 the sections I referred to earlier, about

1002:45 conclusions and findings with the NCAA drew

1102:45 its own conclusions and findings based on

1202:45 whatever, but not based on Penn State.

1302:45                We didn't agree to those.

1402:45 Those were imposed in the sense they were

1502:45 included by the NCAA in the document.  And the

1602:45 language about the Freeh report was included

1702:45 in the document.  I think actually in the

1802:45 first draft we got from the NCAA with the

1902:45 limitation about for this -- for purposes of

2002:45 the consent decree probably at Gene Marsh's

2102:45 prior request that they limit that imposed

2202:45 term, but that too was an imposed term.  This

2302:45 was an imposed consent decree.

2402:45      Q.   Well, you say imposed consent

2502:45 decree.  Penn State entered into it willingly
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102:45 and after the advice of you, Gene Marsh, Frank

202:45 and a couple of other lawyers in more

302:46 secondary roles, right?

402:46      A.   Penn State accepted it and executed

502:46 it and did have legal advice.

602:46      Q.   They did it willingly, voluntarily,

702:46 true?  Not happily, but willingly and

802:46 voluntarily?

902:46           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

1002:46           THE WITNESS:  Those are not words I

1102:46      recall using.

1202:46 BY MR. GARDNER:

1302:46      Q.   You could have walked away, right,

1402:46 Penn State could have said, you know what,

1502:46 this is the final draft, we won't sign it, we

1602:46 won't take this deal?

1702:46      A.   I can only repeat what I told you,

1802:46 was that this was a multifaceted set of

1902:46 discussions.  There were -- we considered

2002:46 alternatives.  What the NCAA told us was one

2102:46 of the alternatives was direct imposition

2202:46 sanctions by the board with sanctions that

2302:46 could have been worse, could have included the

2402:46 consent decree --

2502:46           MR. M. SCOTT:  Could have included
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102:46      the death penalty?

202:46           THE WITNESS:  I mean the death

302:46      penalty.

402:46           There was the possibility of a

502:46      committee on infractions process.  We

602:46      didn't know if the NCAA would concede to

702:47      that.  We had advice of our outside

802:47      counsel that had we gone through a

902:47      committee on infractions, we could well

1002:47      have gotten the death penalty and worse

1102:47      or difficult sanctions.  And in that

1202:47      context, the University accepted the

1302:47      imposed sanctions from the NCAA and

1402:47      executed the document.

1502:47 BY MR. GARDNER:

1602:47      Q.   So are you telling me that Penn

1702:47 State did not willingly enter into the consent

1802:47 decree --

1902:47           MR. M. SCOTT:  Objection.

2002:47 BY MR. GARDNER:

2102:47      Q.   -- it was not a volitional act?

2202:47           MR. M. SCOTT:  Argumentative.

2302:47           MR. GARDNER:  I'm asking.

2402:47           THE WITNESS:  No.

2502:47           MR. M. SCOTT:  You already have the
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102:47      question answered.

202:47           THE WITNESS:  I'm telling you that

302:47      that's not a term that during that week

402:47      of advice and discussion that I recall

502:47      using.  I can't tell you -- there isn't

602:47      some document somewhere where, you know,

702:47      when people are talking about these

802:47      things.

902:47           But I want to pause on this for a

1002:47      minute because it's important.  The first

1102:48      draft of the consent decree that came

1202:48      from the NCAA said agreed.  We said, no,

1302:48      we don't agree.  That was changed to

1402:48      accepted.  Whatever conclusion you want

1502:48      to draw about volitional or willing is

1602:48      for you to draw.  I don't recall using

1702:48      that term.

1802:48 BY MR. GARDNER:

1902:48      Q.   Okay.  You were there, right, you

2002:48 were part of this process that resulted --

2102:48      A.   I was.

2202:48      Q.   -- in the consent decree?

2302:48      A.   I was.

2402:48      Q.   Do you believe Penn State's decision

2502:48 to enter into the consent decree was anything
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102:48 other than willing?

202:48           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

302:48           MS. MADDEN:  Objection.

402:48           THE WITNESS:  No, I don't think it's

502:48      appropriate for me to give you my legal

602:48      advice beyond what is an evidentiary

702:48      matter that we've agreed to, you know,

802:48      waive the privilege for that period of

902:49      time.

1002:49           What I'm telling you is, I do not

1102:49      recall in that week using words like

1202:49      "volitional" or "voluntary" or "willing,"

1302:49      I do not recall that.  I do recall using

1402:49      words like "imposed," "required,"

1502:49      "condition," I do recall those words.

1602:49 BY MR. GARDNER:

1702:49      Q.   Do you believe the consent decree to

1802:49 be a contract?

1902:49           MR. M. SCOTT:  Well, wait a minute.

2002:49           MR. GARDNER:  I'll fix it.  I can

2102:49      fix it.

2202:49 BY MR. GARDNER:

2302:49      Q.   At the time the consent decree was

2402:49 executed, did you consider it to be a

2502:49 contract?
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102:49      A.   I recall thinking about that at the

202:49 time and believing that it has attributes of

302:49 an imposed set of sanctions and attributes of

402:49 an agreement.  We struck the word "agreement"

502:49 and put in the word "accepted".

602:49                Whatever conclusion a court may

702:49 draw from the facts is for the court to draw.

802:50 My conclusion was there are aspects of this

902:50 document which reflect imposed terms and

1002:50 aspects of this documents which reflect terms

1102:50 that were discussed and agreed to between the

1202:50 parties, and ultimately we accepted it.

1302:50                I'm sure I've used the word

1402:50 "agreement" in referring to it, I'm sure I

1502:50 have.  I'm just telling you in that context it

1602:50 has aspects of imposed terms and aspects of

1702:50 accepted terms.

1802:50                And I believe the word "agree"

1902:50 appears in the document a couple of places,

2002:50 probably in the section on amendment, for

2102:50 example, if the parties agree.  I'm not

2202:50 positive it's there, so -- but I think the

2302:50 word "agree" appears a couple of places, but

2402:50 it's not in the heading of the document which

2502:50 describes it as imposed and accepted.
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102:51      Q.   You said that that language was

202:51 changed as a result of a suggested word change

302:51 from Penn State?

402:51      A.   No, I'm not sure about that.  It was

502:51 changed after the initial draft.  I don't know

602:51 if --

702:51      Q.   It went from agreed to accepted?

802:51      A.   Right.

902:51      Q.   And wasn't that more in line with

1002:51 what you understood the University wanted?

1102:51      A.   Yes.

1202:51      Q.   Okay.

1302:51      A.   I just don't remember who -- how

1402:51 that came about.

1502:51      Q.   Sure.  And you weren't involved in

1602:51 any direct discussions with the NCAA --

1702:51      A.   I was not.

1802:51      Q.   -- so you wouldn't know?

1902:51      A.   I was not.

2002:51      Q.   Okay.  You read the Freeh report

2102:52 after --

2202:52      A.   I have read it.

2302:52      Q.   Had you read it prior to the

2402:52 execution of the consent decree?

2502:52      A.   I'm sure I read it through.  I don't
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102:52 recall how carefully I read it during that

202:52 week.

302:52      Q.   What was your reaction to the Freeh

402:52 report just generally?

502:52      A.   I don't recall discussing the Freeh

602:52 report with people at Penn State as part of

702:52 legal advice in connection with the consent

802:52 decree, except this issue that I've mentioned

902:52 before, which is that I did not think the

1002:52 University should accept it or adopt it as

1102:52 part of the consent decree because we hadn't

1202:52 done that separately, and I didn't think it

1302:52 was appropriate to use the consent decree to

1402:52 accomplish that which was not true, and

1502:53 because I thought there were legal risks to

1602:53 the University in adopting somebody else's

1702:53 opinions and statements which were not the

1802:53 universities.

1902:53                So I don't recall having --

2002:53 other than that issue, I don't recall

2102:53 expressing my reaction to the Freeh report as

2202:53 part of anything relevant to the consent

2302:53 decree.

2402:53      Q.   Well, you were concerned that the

2502:53 University not broadly accept the findings of
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102:53 the Freeh report for all purposes, right, that

202:53 was an issue that you --

302:53      A.   That was --

402:53      Q.   -- championed during the time period

502:53 we're talking about?

602:53      A.   That's fair.

702:53      Q.   Surely, you had an idea of what was

802:53 in the Freeh report to cause you that kind of

902:53 concern?

1002:53      A.   My best recollection is that -- I

1102:53 need to step back a little bit.

1202:53                So I have worked on, and you

1302:54 probably have, too, cases where there are

1402:54 third-party investigations which come to a

1502:54 client.  And I have worked on the evidentiary

1602:54 effect of those third-party investigations.

1702:54 And so prior to opening the Freeh report on my

1802:54 computer in Scranton, it's in my mind this is

1902:54 a third party, these are the third party's

2002:54 opinions and conclusions, and it's not a good

2102:54 thing for the University without much more

2202:54 study and thought and care and analysis to

2302:54 willy-nilly adopt a third party's conclusions

2402:54 and findings and they didn't do that.

2502:54                I did read the consent -- I
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102:54 mean I did read the Freeh report.  I have to

202:54 tell you I started with the exhibits to the

302:55 Freeh report, that's what I read first.

402:55      Q.   Okay.

502:55      A.   I don't recall reacting to any

602:55 particular thing in the Freeh report as it

702:55 affected the NCAA discussions.  It was more

802:55 this is a third party's report, these are

902:55 somebody else's opinions and conclusions,

1002:55 these are not the University's, we shouldn't

1102:55 agree in the consent decree that they are ours

1202:55 when they are not.

1302:55      Q.   When you say they weren't the

1402:55 University's, you didn't mean to say that the

1502:55 University didn't employ the Freeh Group to do

1602:55 its investigation and to give its report,

1702:55 right?

1802:55      A.   I do not mean to say that.

1902:55      Q.   Because that is what happened,

2002:55 right?

2102:55      A.   Right.

2202:55      Q.   Penn State employed the Freeh Group

2302:55 and directed what it wanted the Freeh Group to

2402:55 do?

2502:55      A.   You know, I wasn't at Penn State,
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102:55 but that's my understanding, is that's --

202:55 there is an engagement letter that tells the

302:56 Freeh Group what the scope of the work is.

402:56      Q.   And you got a call later from the

502:56 Freeh Group asking to be paid for the work

602:56 that they did as requested by Penn State,

702:56 correct?

802:56      A.   That's too broad a statement.  I did

902:56 have a conversation with the Freeh Group about

1002:56 a particular payment issue.

1102:56      Q.   Okay.  Do you know whether Penn

1202:56 State paid the Freeh Group for its work?

1302:56      A.   I believe they have.  I've

1402:56 understood they did.

1502:56                    -  -  -

1602:56                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 15 was

1702:56        marked for identification.)

1802:57                    -  -  -

1902:57 BY MR. GARDNER:

2002:57      Q.   Mr. Dunham, you've been handed what

2102:57 is Exhibit 15 to your deposition.  It is a

2202:57 couple of emails, but I believe the first one

2302:57 chronologically is dated July 19th, but the

2402:57 two on the front page of Exhibit 15 are both

2502:57 dated July 20th 2012; am I correct?
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102:57      A.   Yes.

202:57      Q.   And you're copied on these emails,

302:57 correct?

402:57      A.   Yes.

502:57           MR. M. SCOTT:  For the record, this

602:58      is also Dunham-8.

702:58           MR. GARDNER:  It is?  See, that's

802:58      what I tried not to do.  I apologize,

902:58      sorry about that.

1002:58 BY MR. GARDNER:

1102:58      Q.   I'm interested in President

1202:58 Erickson's response to Gene Marsh's email,

1302:58 which would be the first one on the cover page

1402:58 but the last one chronologically.

1502:58      A.   Okay.

1602:58      Q.   President Erickson tells Gene as

1702:58 much as I hate to swallow this, I think you

1802:58 were dead on target.  He then goes on to say

1902:58 the PSU board has already publicly embraced

2002:58 the findings of the Freeh report; there's no

2102:58 going back on that.

2202:58                Did you believe that to be a

2302:58 true statement at the time President Erickson

2402:58 made it?

2502:58      A.   My understanding, and it's a
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102:58 conversation that we had that week, is that

202:59 the board took no official action on the Freeh

302:59 report, number one.

402:59                Number two, the board did

502:59 through its leadership issue a statement

602:59 accepting accountability for any failings and

702:59 committing to move forward with appropriate

802:59 reforms and recommendations for improvement

902:59 and change and making sure something like this

1002:59 would never happen again, I think is language

1102:59 that was used.

1202:59                And I also know that in that

1302:59 press conference the board leadership talked

1402:59 about implementing the recommendations of the

1503:00 Freeh report.  And that's where I learned for

1603:00 first time that I was part of the group of

1703:00 three that was responsible for implementing.

1803:00                And so in my understanding, the

1903:00 board took no official action as a board, the

2003:00 University took no official action as a

2103:00 university.  A statement was issued that

2203:00 accepts accountability responsibility for

2303:00 errors.  I believe that is an ethical, moral,

2403:00 proper, governance thing to do in generic

2503:00 situations like this.  And the University took
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103:00 general responsibility through that statement

203:00 to undertake a review and implementation of

303:00 many of the recommendations as appropriate.

403:00                So I believe when President

503:00 Erickson writes that, and I've seen that kind

603:00 of statement by other people in other context,

703:01 I understand it.  All I can do is tell you my

803:01 understanding.  I understood it then and I

903:01 understand it now as talking about accepting

1003:01 accountability and responsibility in a general

1103:01 governance way, which I think most of us would

1203:01 think is a good thing regardless of the

1303:01 specifics, for a board to take responsibility

1403:01 and accountability to deal with serious issues

1503:01 and recommendations, but not findings or

1603:01 conclusions.

1703:01      Q.   Now, you agree with me that

1803:01 President Erickson, in this email, Exhibit 15,

1903:01 specifically said the Penn State Board has

2003:01 already publicly embraced the findings of the

2103:01 Freeh report?

2203:01      A.   I agree with you that that word is

2303:01 there.  I was just giving you my understanding

2403:01 of the facts.

2503:01      Q.   Okay.  So you did not understand
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103:01 President Erickson to mean that the Penn State

203:01 Board had publicly embraced the findings of

303:01 the Freeh report when you said just that?

403:02           MS. MADDEN:  Objection.

503:02           MR. M. SCOTT:  Objection.

603:02           THE WITNESS:  All I can tell you is

703:02      my understanding of what happened, which

803:02      I just gave you and was probably too long

903:02      an answer; but in that answer, neither

1003:02      the board, nor the University adopted or

1103:02      approved the findings of the Freeh

1203:02      report.

1303:02 BY MR. GARDNER:

1403:02      Q.   How about publicly embracing?

1503:02      A.   Neither the board nor the president

1603:02 in an authorized way, embraced or accepted or

1703:02 endorsed or adopted findings and conclusions

1803:02 of the Freeh report.  There was a statement

1903:02 issued about accountability and a statement

2003:02 issued about recommendations.

2103:02      Q.   When President Erickson two days

2203:02 before the execution of the consent decree

2303:02 sent Exhibit 15 to Gene Marsh and you and Mr.

2403:02 Guadagnino and Mr. King, did you tell them,

2503:02 well, hold on, President Erickson, the Penn
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103:02 State Board has not publicly embraced the

203:03 findings of the Freeh report, we can't say

303:03 that, that didn't happen?

403:03      A.   I don't recall specifically talking

503:03 to him in response to Dunham Exhibit 15 or

603:03 Dunham Exhibit 8 for that matter, assuming

703:03 it's the same document.

803:03                What I do recall is discussions

903:03 with President Erickson and with Gene Marsh

1003:03 probably every day that week in response to

1103:03 what we understood was the NCAA demand in the

1203:03 unit adopt the Freeh report as a condition of

1303:03 a resolution and in everyone of those

1403:03 meetings, I believe, I raised concern that we

1503:03 hadn't done that and shouldn't do that without

1603:03 we being the University, the board, the

1703:03 president, without appropriate limitations and

1803:03 ultimately in the consent decree, I think this

1903:03 is in the first draft from the NCAA, it's

2003:03 limited to for purposes of this agreement.

2103:04      Q.   If you'll turn to the second page of

2203:04 Exhibit 15, this is Mr. Marsh's email that

2303:04 President Erickson is responding to, do you

2403:04 see the paragraph that begins after sleeping

2503:04 on it?
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103:04      A.   I do.

203:04      Q.   Second line down, there's a sentence

303:04 towards the end that begins but Penn State has

403:04 embraced the Freeh report publicly.  Did you

503:04 tell Mr. Marsh, hey, Gene, that's simply not

603:04 true, that has not happened?

703:04      A.   Whether I did that in response to

803:04 this particular email, I don't have a

903:04 recollection one way or the other.  But I do

1003:04 recall discussing with Gene that week -- and I

1103:04 believe he has indicated that in his

1203:04 testimony, but it is what it is -- that I

1303:05 consistently raised the concern that we not

1403:05 agree to a document that adopts or accepts the

1503:05 Freeh report for all purposes because that

1603:05 would not be accurate and it would not be in

1703:05 the best interest of Penn State.

1803:05                And I'm sure I had that

1903:05 conversation with Gene.  I don't know whether

2003:05 I had it in response to this particular

2103:05 document, but I can just repeat for you what I

2203:05 said about President Erickson's language,

2303:05 which is to recite the facts, and the facts I

2403:05 believe are clear.

2503:05      Q.   Was there a difference in your mind
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103:05 between Penn State publicly embracing the

203:05 Freeh report or the Freeh report findings and

303:05 a formal vote by the board to accept the Freeh

403:05 report for all purposes?

503:05           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

603:05           THE WITNESS:  I mean I think the

703:05      answer to that, I don't want to is yes,

803:05      but let me tell you is I don't believe --

903:06      I know that the board did not approve an

1003:06      adopt the Freeh report as formal action.

1103:06      I know that's true.

1203:06      Q.   Okay?

1303:06      A.   I have read as you probably have, a

1403:06 press statement that was issued by the board

1503:06 leadership on the day the Freeh report came

1603:06 out and it does not approve or adopt or

1703:06 embrace the Freeh report for all purposes.  It

1803:06 does not do that.  It refers to accountability

1903:06 and responsibility and there was also

2003:06 discussion in the press conference about the

2103:06 recommendations.  So I believe it is -- there

2203:06 are a set of facts that suggest what the

2303:06 University and the board did do and didn't do,

2403:06 and tell of these discussions in the consent

2503:06 decree, and to this day, the board has not
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103:07 adopted or approved or accepted the Freeh

203:07 report's findings, conclusions and opinions.

303:07      Q.   Okay.  You mentioned several times

403:07 today the speck tore or possibility of direct

503:07 imposition of penalties by the NCAA board?

603:07      A.   Yes.

703:07      Q.   Where did you get the idea that that

803:07 was in play, are there any emails, is there

903:07 any written communication that would suggest

1003:07 that that was an issue?

1103:07      A.   It's my understanding from a series

1203:07 of comments that I remember President Erickson

1303:07 and Gene making.  So I recall President

1403:07 Erickson saying the board has -- of the NCAA

1503:07 has taken control of this and it's not going

1603:08 through a committee on infractions.

1703:08                I recall President Erickson

1803:08 saying that Dr. Emmert told him the board has

1903:08 the authority to act on its own.  I recall

2003:08 President Erickson reporting to us that

2103:08 Dr. Emmert told him and if we're not able to

2203:08 reach a resolution, the board will take

2303:08 appropriate action.

2403:08                I recall talking to Gene Marsh

2503:08 about the authority of the NCAA board.  I
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103:08 recall Gene telling me the board -- majority

203:08 of the board supports the consent decree.  If

303:08 the majority --

403:08           MR. M. SCOTT:  Supports?

503:08           THE WITNESS:  Excuse me, the death

603:08      penalty.  If a majority of the board is

703:08      speaking to sanctions, that suggested to

803:09      me that the board was entertaining the

903:09      possibility of imposing sanctions.

1003:09           I recall Gene Marsh saying to us in

1103:09      response to our specific question that

1203:09      David Berst told him and Donald Remy told

1303:09      him, I'm not sure which, that the board

1403:09      had the authority to impose sanctions

1503:09      directly.  I recall being told by Gene

1603:09      Marsh that Remy told him he had been

1703:09      asked to research whether the board could

1803:09      impose sanctions directly and had

1903:09      answered that they could.

2003:09           And there are probably other facts,

2103:09      but the sum total of multiple comments by

2203:09      both President Erickson and Gene Marsh

2303:09      suggested to me that the NCAA took the

2403:09      position through its presidents and

2503:10      through its general counsel that it had
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103:10      the authority to impose sanctions

203:10      directly through the executive committee.

303:10           I should add one other.  I recall

403:10      talking to Gene Marsh about the nature of

503:10      a membership organizations.  And

603:10      membership organizations in my general

703:10      understanding have the authority to act

803:10      vis-a-vis members, a membership

903:10      organization can expel a member, a

1003:10      membership organization can act in the

1103:10      best interest of the overall membership,

1203:10      and if that includes sanctions imposed on

1303:10      a member, one might reasonably believe

1403:10      that's within their authority they would

1503:10      at least seek to exercise.

1603:11                    -  -  -

1703:11                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 16 was

1803:11        marked for identification.)

1903:11                    -  -  -

2003:11 BY MR. GARDNER:

2103:11      Q.   Okay.  Mr. Dunham, Exhibit 16 is the

2203:11 consent decree, correct?

2303:11      A.   I'll take your word for it.  I see

2403:11 the signatures on the back.  I'm sure you

2503:11 stapled it properly, so --
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103:11      Q.   Don't be sure I stapled anything

203:11 properly.  If we did, it should be a document

303:11 with nine pages and signatures on the back by

403:11 President Emmert and President Erickson.

503:11      A.   I'm sure if there is some error,

603:12 you'll correct it.  It looks -- looks right to

703:12 me.  I haven't proofread every word against

803:12 the original.

903:12      Q.   And I hope it doesn't come to that.

1003:12                The heading is what you were

1103:12 testifying about earlier, correct?

1203:12      A.   Yes.

1303:12      Q.   This is the binding consent decree

1403:12 imposed by the NCAA and accepted by the Penn

1503:12 State University?

1603:12      A.   Yes.

1703:12      Q.   That was your understanding that

1803:12 this is a binding consent decree that was

1903:12 imposed by the NCAA and accepted by Penn State

2003:12 University?

2103:12      A.   Those were the words that were used.

2203:12      Q.   If you go to the last paragraph on

2303:12 page one, in light of this record and the

2403:12 University's willingness for purposes of this

2503:12 resolution to accept the Freeh report, which
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103:12 the University itself commissioned, and then

203:13 it goes on.  Did the University accept the

303:13 Freeh report for purposes of the resolution

403:13 that's contained in the consent decree?

503:13      A.   The president is an authorized

603:13 officer sign the consent decree that has that

703:13 language.

803:13      Q.   Are you quibbling --

903:13           MR. M. SCOTT:  Are you asking him

1003:13      for a legal conclusion?

1103:13 BY MR. GARDNER:

1203:13      Q.   No.  Well, you reviewed the language

1303:13 before you let your client sign it, I assume,

1403:13 right?

1503:13      A.   Yes, yes and yes.

1603:13      Q.   Okay.  You didn't advise him when he

1703:13 picked up his pen not to accept the language

1803:13 that was in the consent decree, right?

1903:13      A.   No, the opposite, I believed this

2003:13 was as opposed to alternatives that were

2103:13 possible.

2203:13      Q.   This is the best of lousy options?

2303:13      A.   That's what I believed.

2403:14      Q.   And that's true even if it required

2503:14 for purposes of the consent decree accepting
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103:14 the Freeh report?

203:14      A.   It includes that language as part of

303:14 the overall calculus of what's in the best

403:14 interest of Penn State in light of the various

503:14 possible alternatives.

603:14      Q.   You understood during the

703:14 negotiations as you've testified several times

803:14 today that that was a key provision to the

903:14 NCAA and something that it had to have if

1003:14 there was going to be a resolution?

1103:14      A.   I understood the NCAA had said that

1203:14 on multiple occasions to President Erickson

1303:14 and to Gene Marsh.

1403:14      Q.   Page two, part way down, midway

1503:14 through the first paragraph, findings,

1603:15 conclusions, there's a sentence that begins

1703:15 Penn State has communicated to the NCAA; do

1803:15 you see where I am?

1903:15      A.   Yes.

2003:15      Q.   That it accepts the findings of the

2103:15 Freeh report for purposes of this resolution

2203:15 and acknowledges that those facts constitute

2303:15 violations of the constitutional and bylaw

2403:15 principles described in the letter.

2503:15      A.   It says that.
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103:15      Q.   That was language that was also

203:15 ultimately agreed to and became part of the

303:15 consent decree?

403:15      A.   I did not use the --

503:15      Q.   Accepted, accepted.

603:15      A.   It was language that I believe the

703:15 NCAA put in the document and we accepted it as

803:15 part of President Erickson's execution.

903:15      Q.   Okay.  On behalf of the University,

1003:15 right?

1103:15      A.   Yes.

1203:15      Q.   Okay.  Next sentence, Penn State

1303:15 expressly agrees not to challenge the consent

1403:15 decree and waives any claim to further process

1503:15 including without limitation any right to a

1603:15 determination of violations by the NCAA

1703:15 committee on infractions, any appeal under

1803:16 NCAA rules, and any judicial process related

1903:16 to the subject matter of this consent decree;

2003:16 do you see that?

2103:16      A.   I do see that.

2203:16      Q.   Did you review that language prior

2303:16 to the consent decree's execution?

2403:16      A.   I reviewed the whole document.

2503:16      Q.   Did you understand that the
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103:16 University was making a waiver here of

203:16 potential rights it may have?

303:16      A.   I understood that the NCAA was

403:16 imposing that language and the University

503:16 accepted it.

603:16      Q.   So did you understand it to be a

703:16 waiver or something else?

803:16      A.   I understand it to be an imposed

903:16 term that the University accepted.

1003:16      Q.   Okay.  Is it a waiver or did you

1103:16 belief it to be something else?

1203:16      A.   I believe it to be an imposed term

1303:16 that the University accepted.

1403:16      Q.   An imposed term of what?

1503:16      A.   Of a consent decree.

1603:16      Q.   Well, sure, the whole thing was

1703:16 imposed and accepted, right, we've established

1803:16 that.

1903:16                I'm asking you, have you ever

2003:16 advised a client that waived any rights at any

2103:17 point in your career?

2203:17      A.   Have I ever advised a client to

2303:17 waive rights?

2403:17      Q.   Sure.

2503:17      A.   I'm not sure that's an appropriate
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103:17 role in this deposition.

203:17      Q.   No.  I'm just asking --

303:17      A.   But if you really want to know, I

403:17 suppose I could think through various times

503:17 when I have discussed with clients waiver

603:17 terms.

703:17      Q.   And I don't want to get into

803:17 specifics, but you understand a waiver when

903:17 you read one is my real question?

1003:17           MS. MADDEN:  Objection.

1103:17           MR. SEIBERLING:  Objection.

1203:17           THE WITNESS:  Well --

1303:17 BY MR. GARDNER:

1403:17      Q.   I can ask this differently.

1503:17      A.   I taught contracts for a number of

1603:17 years.

1703:17      Q.   Okay.

1803:17      A.   And I taught rules of professional

1903:17 responsibility for a number of years.

2003:17      Q.   Okay.

2103:17      A.   In my experience, words like

2203:17 "waiver" and "agreement" other things mean

2303:17 different things to different people at

2403:17 different times and different circumstances,

2503:17 and you've got to always look at what are the
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103:17 circumstances of a document to decide its

203:17 legal effect.

303:18                It's not as simple as taking a

403:18 word and say, see, if this word "waive"

503:18 appears here, what does that mean.

603:18 Interpretation is a complex process.  And the

703:18 best I can do for you is to tell you that the

803:18 consent decree was imposed and we accepted it

903:18 and it included this language.

1003:18      Q.   Okay.  Did you ever advise your

1103:18 client prior to the execution of the consent

1203:18 decree that this was anything other than a

1303:18 knowing waiver of certain rights?

1403:18      A.   I told you before, and I will repeat

1503:18 now, I do not recall using the word "knowing"

1603:18 in this context.  It's not -- I can't tell you

1703:18 it doesn't -- that I never did; I just don't

1803:18 recall it.

1903:18      Q.   Did you discuss the sentence with

2003:18 anyone?

2103:18      A.   I don't remember whether this

2203:18 particular sentence was pulled out in any

2303:18 particular discussion.  I just don't remember

2403:18 that.

2503:19      Q.   Do you recall prior to the execution
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103:19 of the consent decree reading this language?

203:19      A.   Yes.

303:19      Q.   Do you recall having any concerns?

403:19      A.   I had concerns about the whole

503:19 process, but I -- this language per se as

603:19 opposed to a document that was -- included

703:19 lots of other things I had concerns about, I

803:19 don't recall pulling this particular sentence

903:19 out and having a particular discussion with

1003:19 anybody about it.

1103:19      Q.   Did this language concern you; do

1203:19 you recall?

1303:19      A.   The whole consent decree concerned

1403:19 me.

1503:19      Q.   I know, but I'm asking about this

1603:19 sentence.

1703:19      A.   I mean, that's a meaningful thing if

1803:19 you're asking me that.  I don't recall having

1903:19 a specific discussion about this sentence with

2003:19 any particular person.

2103:19      Q.   Do you recall having any concerns

2203:19 yourself?  Whether you discussed with them

2303:19 with anyone will be the next question.

2403:19      A.   I had concerns about the whole

2503:19 consent decree.
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103:19      Q.   What about this sentence, just this

203:20 sentence, that's all I'm asking about?

303:20      A.   I don't recall having this sentence

403:20 parsed out separately as a particular thought

503:20 process in my mind or a particular

603:20 conversation with somebody, separate from the

703:20 rest of the consent decree.  I don't remember

803:20 that.

903:20      Q.   Did you advise anybody prior to the

1003:20 execution of the consent decree that Penn

1103:20 State should file a lawsuit, seek an

1203:20 injunction against the NCAA?

1303:20      A.   Prior to execution of the consent

1403:20 decree, we did have a discussion about

1503:20 litigation alternatives, just as we had a

1603:20 discussion about possible outcomes under

1703:20 alternative NCAA acts, so we did have

1803:21 discussion that included litigation.

1903:21      Q.   Why didn't the University institute

2003:21 litigation?

2103:21      A.   So I think the best way to answer

2203:21 that shortly is to say, in the course of this

2303:21 week leading up to the consent decree, it was

2403:21 my view that the University needed to consider

2503:21 in its best interest a whole range of relevant
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103:21 facts:  It needed to consider alternatives; it

203:21 needed to consider outcomes of possible

303:21 alternatives; it needed to consider the other

403:21 legal issues facing the University; it needed

503:21 to consider the consequences of the NCAA

603:21 coming to town and undertaking a lengthy

703:21 investigation.

803:22                And in that context, and that's

903:22 just a partial limit, you know, there are a

1003:22 whole range of issues that one would

1103:22 reasonably consider in deciding on a course of

1203:22 action.  And litigation was one possible

1303:22 course of action, and I do recall -- I'm a

1403:22 litigator by training.  I recall thinking

1503:22 about and talking about the time delay, the

1603:22 risks, the chances of success, how fast you

1703:22 can get something done, the certainty, the

1803:22 predictability, and do I recall thinking about

1903:22 many of those factors and having a discussion

2003:22 with our President Erickson, Gene and Frank

2103:22 about them.

2203:22                You know, which the degree of

2303:22 specificity that the discussion went into, I

2403:22 don't recall specifically, but I do recall

2503:23 thinking that litigation is a risky business,
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103:23 the outcomes are unpredictable, they take

203:23 time, and in the consequences and in the

303:23 circumstances we were in, given all the

403:23 various factors, it was not an attractive

503:23 option.

603:23      Q.   If you could, please turn to page

703:23 nine, the last page in the consent decree.

803:23                I believe you testified earlier

903:23 that as part of the consent decree, the

1003:23 University warranted that it had authority to

1103:23 enter into consent decree.

1203:23      A.   Yes.

1303:23      Q.   Is that this --

1403:23      A.   Yes.

1503:23      Q.   And you took whatever steps you

1603:23 needed to, including -- and I don't wanting to

1703:23 back through it, but the University did

1803:23 whatever it needed to do to analyze that it

1903:23 had this authority before it made this

2003:23 representation?

2103:23      A.   We thought we did.

2203:23           MR. GARDNER:  Okay.  Why don't we

2303:23      take a quick break.

2403:22                   -   -   -

2503:22                  (Whereupon, a short recess
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103:22        was taken.)

2                   -   -   -

3                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 17 was

4        marked for identification.)

503:34                    -  -  -

603:34 BY MR. GARDNER:

703:34      Q.   Mr. Dunham, you've been handed

803:35 what's been marked as Exhibit 17 to your

903:35 deposition.  And at the top of it is a

1003:35 July 20th 2012 email at 10:16 a.m. from

1103:35 Dr. Erickson to you, copying Mr. Guadagnino,

1203:35 correct?

1303:35      A.   Yes.

1403:35      Q.   This is President Erickson's

1503:35 response to your email of seven minutes

1603:35 earlier, correct?

1703:35      A.   Yes.

1803:35      Q.   And in your email, you tell

1903:35 President Erickson that you just talked to

2003:35 Gene.  That's Gene Marsh, right?

2103:35      A.   Yes.

2203:35      Q.   And Gene wanted to be sure that the

2303:35 University had considered the possibility of

2403:35 fighting through the committee on infractions,

2503:35 correct?
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103:35      A.   Yes.

203:35      Q.   And that was one of the

303:35 possibilities, one of the options that you all

403:35 considered?

503:35      A.   Yes.  Whether it was available to

603:35 us, was unclear, but, yes, we considered it as

703:35 a possibility.

803:36      Q.   You noted to President Erickson that

903:36 Gene was not recommending it, he doesn't have

1003:36 a clear recommendation, and he believes the

1103:36 year plus of fighting will be awful, with

1203:36 unknown and quite possibility worse results,

1303:36 right?

1403:36      A.   Yes.

1503:36      Q.   Now, I take it you relied on Gene

1603:36 for his advice like this on NCAA-specific

1703:36 issues, correct?

1803:36      A.   Yes.

1903:36      Q.   President Erickson responded to you

2003:36 on Friday night, seven minutes later, right?

2103:36      A.   He did.

2203:36      Q.   And he said I'm afraid Gene is

2303:36 right, Steve, right?

2403:36      A.   Yes.

2503:36      Q.   And then he relays a conversation
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103:37 that he had with Dr. Emmert where Dr. Erickson

203:37 says that Dr. Emmert said that Penn State

303:37 would be foolish to go down the committee on

403:37 enforcement path; i.e., things will be even

503:37 worse if you don't take your medicine now,

603:37 right?

703:37      A.   Yes.

803:37      Q.   And then he went on to say that they

903:37 hold all the cards.  Did you interpret that to

1003:37 mean we have no leverage, they have all the

1103:37 leverage, "they" being the NCAA?

1203:37      A.   I'm not sure I recall thinking

1303:37 specifically what it meant.  As I sit here

1403:37 thinking about, I think I interpret it to mean

1503:37 they had the power.

1603:37      Q.   The power in the negotiation or some

1703:37 other power?

1803:37      A.   They have the power of board of

1903:37 directors of a membership organization.

2003:37      Q.   Did the Freeh report in its findings

2103:37 play into the NCAA's holding all the cards

2203:38 here to your knowledge?

2303:38      A.   I don't recall thinking about that.

2403:38 That was not part of my thinking.  My thinking

2503:38 was what I just said.
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103:38                Again, I don't recall

203:38 specifically about this email, but in general,

303:38 I thought the NCAA is a membership

403:38 organization with a group of our peers as

503:38 boards of directors, they've asserted

603:38 authority, and that's a powerful power.

703:38      Q.   Next sentence, he says, in addition,

803:38 the idea of the NCAA picking through all of

903:38 the football disciplinary player cases could

1003:38 yield much more in the way of problems, too,

1103:38 as Louis Freeh didn't go into that aspect, and

1203:38 he says and I'm not saying I know there's

1303:38 anything there.

1403:38                Was that an issue that you

1503:38 considered, if we go down the committee on

1603:38 infractions, normal infractions process, they

1703:38 may find other stuff wrong with the football

1803:39 program?

1903:39      A.   So my recollection is a slightly

2003:39 broader set of issues as opposed to what

2103:39 President Erickson specifically says here.  I

2203:39 do recall that if it went to the committee on

2303:39 infractions, which was something we considered

2403:39 but weren't sure was available, but if it did,

2503:39 that would include NCAA investigators coming
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103:39 to town for months and months of broad

203:39 investigation.

303:39                I think Gene said at one point

403:39 I've never known a case where they didn't come

503:39 in looking for X and not find Y and Z.  They

603:39 look broadly and they will be interviewing,

703:39 you know, all -- a lot of the same people who

803:39 were being interviewed and involved in other

903:39 university legal matters that are going on.

1003:39                And so a full lengthy

1103:40 burdensome investigation has costs and pain

1203:40 and arm to the University and its mission just

1303:40 by itself.  And, oh, by the way, they might

1403:40 find other things, too.  So it's a combination

1503:40 of a lengthy, burdensome process with risks.

1603:40      Q.   Did you share --

1703:40      A.   And an outcome, I should say,

1803:40 because Gene did give us an opinion on this,

1903:40 an outcome that could very well be serious,

2003:40 including the possible death penalty.

2103:40      Q.   And I didn't mean to interrupt.

2203:40                Did you share President

2303:40 Erickson's concerns, those that you just

2403:40 relayed?

2503:40      A.   It was part of our general
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103:40 discussion.  And it made sense to me to

203:40 consider, as you consider possible

303:40 alternatives, possible ways forward, you have

403:41 to make a choice, in some ways it was similar

503:41 to the litigation concern, you don't know

603:41 where it will go, you don't know what you'll

703:41 find, and in the process you have -- you spent

803:41 a lot of time and inconvenience -- stronger

903:41 than inconvenience.  You've exposed a bunch of

1003:41 individual -- individuals.

1103:41                I have to say, I don't want to

1203:41 lose that.  It was front and center in my mind

1303:41 throughout this process that we're talking

1403:41 about the best interest of Penn State and the

1503:41 mission of Penn State and trying to serve both

1603:41 of those.  But in doing that, you know, these

1703:41 proceedings have consequences for people.  And

1803:41 we don't do our job as lawyers and the

1903:41 institution doesn't do its job as decision

2003:41 makers if it doesn't consider consequences for

2103:41 people.

2203:42                An interviewing process,

2303:42 litigation, committee on infractions

2403:42 process -- I'm circling back -- has

2503:42 consequences for individuals:  Staff, coaches,
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103:42 students that mattered to me, they mattered to

203:42 President Erickson, they mattered to the

303:42 University, and they were part of this

403:42 calculus.

503:42                    -  -  -

603:42                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 18 was

703:42        marked for identification.)

803:43                    -  -  -

903:43 BY MR. GARDNER:

1003:43      Q.   Mr. Dunham, you've been handed

1103:43 what's been marked as Exhibit 18 to your

1203:43 deposition.  It's a couple of pages of

1303:43 handwritten notes.

1403:43                Do you see the line up on top

1503:43 that's kind of half cut off by the production

1603:43 copy that appears to say July 22nd X column?

1703:44      A.   I see the July 22nd.  I don't see --

1803:44 where's the X column?

1903:44      Q.   It's kind of cut in half.

2003:44      A.   Oh, X col something?

2103:44      Q.   Yeah.

2203:44      A.   I see that.

2303:44      Q.   Then there are three categories of

2403:44 names or three columns of names.  The first

2503:44 column farthest on the left starts with
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103:44 Alexander, Broadhurst and goes down to

203:44 something that starts with an S, Surma (ph)?

303:44      A.   Okay.

403:44      Q.   Are some of these folks members of

503:44 the executive committee that existed in July

603:44 of 2012?

703:44      A.   I believe so.

803:44      Q.   Okay.  If you go to the next

903:44 category to the right, there's Dunham with a

1003:44 check mark, Guadagnino and Pool, right?

1103:44      A.   Yes.

1203:44      Q.   And then further over there's a note

1303:44 that says 6:00 p.m. and then it says Sandy and

1403:44 Spanier?

1503:44      A.   I see that.

1603:44      Q.   Okay.  This isn't your handwriting?

1703:45      A.   It's not.

1803:45      Q.   Okay.  Have you ever seen this

1903:45 document before to your knowledge?

2003:45      A.   No.  Although I believe in reviewing

2103:45 some documents that were produced, I may have

2203:45 seen it, but I don't otherwise have any

2303:45 recollection of it.

2403:45      Q.   Take a look at it.  And what I want

2503:45 to know is if you recognize this document, if
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103:45 you recognize the substance even if you don't

203:45 recognize the document, as notes from a

303:45 July 22nd executive committee discussion that

403:45 you testified to earlier?

503:45      A.   We had an executive committee

603:45 meeting on the afternoon of the 22nd.

703:45      Q.   That was the day the consent decree

803:45 was executed?

903:45      A.   It was executed after this meeting.

1003:45      Q.   Okay.  So you recognize the

1103:45 substance, do these notes look familiar as --

1203:45      A.   I mean, it looks like there's a

1303:45 logical connection there.  I don't -- I

1403:46 haven't seen it before and -- but it looks

1503:46 like it's a logical connection.

1603:46      Q.   Okay.  Would Paula Amerdan likely

1703:46 have been a note taker for the executive

1803:46 committee meeting?

1903:46      A.   I don't know.  She certainly would

2003:46 have attended.

2103:46      Q.   It wasn't her role to take notes of

2203:46 executive committee meetings?

2303:46      A.   I have no understanding of that one

2403:46 way or the other.

2503:46      Q.   But to your knowledge, not as a
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103:46 matter of course or governance or practice

203:46 does she take notes?

303:46      A.   If there is a formal meeting of any

403:46 committee, then there would typically be a --

503:46 that is formal noticed meeting, there would be

603:46 typically a formal person who takes notes that

703:46 lead to minutes.  But this was not such

803:47 meeting, so I don't know.

903:47           MR. GARDNER:  Okay.  If we can

1003:47      use -- I know this was already marked.

1103:47           MR. M. SCOTT:  Transcript?

1203:47           MR. GARDNER:  Yes, please.

1303:47 BY MR. GARDNER:

1403:47      Q.   Fourteen.  I'm not going to rehash

1503:48 all of this.  In fact, I'm hoping not to

1603:48 rehash anything.  At the bottom of page 34 of

1703:48 Exhibit 14, it's kind of in the middle of your

1803:48 presentation, correct?

1903:48                I believe you start on page 32,

2003:48 if you want to check me.

2103:48      A.   All right.  I see that.

2203:48      Q.   You relate that the executive

2303:48 committee is empowered to act on behalf of the

2403:48 board, correct, at the bottom?

2503:48      A.   Yes, I see that.
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103:48      Q.   You testified to that earlier?

203:48      A.   That's -- that's provided in the

303:48 bylaws.

403:48      Q.   You go on to state that the issue of

503:48 authority was discussed with the executive

603:48 committee, and although no vote was taken the

703:48 consensus of this meeting was that the

803:48 president should proceed to accept and execute

903:48 the consent decree, and then you said he did

1003:49 so only following the meeting with the

1103:49 executive committee, correct?

1203:49      A.   Yes.

1303:49      Q.   And that's an accurate recitation of

1403:49 what happened?

1503:49      A.   Yes.

1603:49      Q.   And the meeting that is referred to

1703:49 on pages 34 and 35 of Exhibit 14 was the

1803:49 July 22nd meeting?

1903:49      A.   It was the executive committee

2003:49 meeting of July 22nd, that's right.

2103:49      Q.   If you go to page 37.  And if you

2203:49 check me, see if there's a break or if it's

2303:49 still you talking, I believe it is.  I guess

2403:49 that's my first question.

2503:49      A.   Yeah, it looks like it.
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103:49      Q.   Okay.  Do you see the paragraph that

203:49 starts in these circumstances?

303:49      A.   Yes.

403:49      Q.   In these circumstances, it was the

503:49 president's responsibility after conferring

603:49 with the executive committee to decide how

703:49 best to exercise the choice, and then you go

803:50 on and you note that we could lose as a

903:50 university the ability to decide how best to

1003:50 exercise that choice.  Are you talking about

1103:50 the leak risk that you talked about earlier?

1203:50      A.   I believe so.

1303:50      Q.   Because there was some folks, and I

1403:50 don't know who they are, and honestly, I don't

1503:50 care, but the idea was raised that, hey, you

1603:50 should have been talking to the full board

1703:50 before you went out and did this, right, and

1803:50 this is your response?

1903:50           MR. SEIBERLING:  Objection.  Form.

2003:50           MR. GARDNER:  That was a terrible

2103:50      question.

2203:50 BY MR. GARDNER:

2303:50      Q.   Some folks had questioned whether

2403:50 the board should have had a chance to go on

2503:50 the consent decree before it was executed,
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103:50 correct?

203:50      A.   That's my recollection.

303:50      Q.   And that's what you're responding to

403:50 through much of your comments here and

503:50 including what we just looked at on page 37,

603:50 correct?

703:50      A.   The reason I'm hesitating is,

803:50 there's a distinction potentially between

903:51 consulting with the full board and asking for

1003:51 approval to execute.  It was never our view

1103:51 that the president had to get approval.  He

1203:51 had the authority to sign.

1303:51                There was, however, discussion

1403:51 of what would it be appropriate or prudent to

1503:51 consult with the full board, and it was in

1603:51 that context that it was -- that's the context

1703:51 I'm talking about here, would be if you took

1803:51 this matter to the full board before -- or

1903:51 while it was in play, there was a risk of a

2003:51 leak; that the president didn't want to take

2103:51 that risk because that would have the result

2203:51 of reducing a choice.

2303:51      Q.   Then you go on to note just at the

2403:51 end of that paragraph or with the unanimous

2503:51 consent of the executive committee in the best
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103:51 interest of Penn State, he, being President

203:52 Erickson, could sign the consent decree, which

303:52 is what happened, right?

403:52      A.   Yes.

503:52      Q.   So, prior to President Erickson

603:52 signing the consent decree, he had the

703:52 unanimous consent of the executive committee,

803:52 correct?

903:52      A.   Well, that's what I said.  In

1003:52 context, it's informal consent.  It's not a

1103:52 vote following a publicly-noticed meeting.

1203:52      Q.   Sure.

1303:52      A.   But it accurately reflects my

1403:52 understanding of what happened at the

1503:52 executive committee discussion.

1603:52      Q.   And that was the July 22nd

1703:52 discussion that occurred before the --

1803:52      A.   Yes.

1903:52      Q.   -- the execution of the consent

2003:52 decree?

2103:52      A.   Yes.

2203:52                    -  -  -

2303:52                  (Whereupon, Exhibit 19 was

2403:52        marked for identification.)

2503:52                    -  -  -
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103:53 BY MR. GARDNER:

203:53      Q.   Okay.  Exhibit 19 to your deposition

303:53 is two emails, both dated July 20th, one at

403:54 5:03 and one at 5:24, correct?

503:54      A.   Yes.

603:54      Q.   And the first one is from Gene to

703:54 Frank Guadagnino and then later Frank replies

803:54 to Gene and copies you, correct?

903:54      A.   Yes.

1003:54      Q.   And Gene asks Frank a question, he

1103:54 said in the second sentence, I want to make

1203:54 sure I'm entirely clear on this point that

1303:54 Penn State does not, not in all caps, want to

1403:54 take its chances in the traditional

1503:54 infractions process and then he says correct?

1603:54      A.   That's what it says.

1703:54      Q.   That suggest that at least Mr. Marsh

1803:54 thought Penn State could take its chances in

1903:54 the traditional infractions process.  Was that

2003:54 your understanding at the time?

2103:54           MR. M. SCOTT:  Object to the form.

2203:54           MS. MADDEN:  Objection.

2303:54           THE WITNESS:  Well, I need to step

2403:54      back a little bit.  My understanding

2503:54      about this document is similar to --
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103:55 BY MR. GARDNER:

203:55      Q.   The "what if" document?

303:55      A.   Well, also Exhibit 17, which was my

403:55 reporting to Dr. Erickson about a phone call

503:55 with Gene and similar to the "what if"

603:55 document.

703:55      Q.   Okay.

803:55      A.   So there's at least these three

903:55 documents that refer to the possibility of

1003:55 committee on infractions.

1103:55      Q.   Right.

1203:55      A.   And my understanding is that in the

1303:55 course of the week, we started off with

1403:55 President Erickson reporting that the

1503:55 executive committee of the NCAA board had

1603:55 taken jurisdiction of this matter and was

1703:55 going to act.  I believe Gene Marsh reported

1803:55 the same thing.

1903:55      Q.   Okay.

2003:55      A.   The executive committee of the NCAA

2103:55 Board of Directors has taken jurisdiction of

2203:55 this matter and is going to act.

2303:55      Q.   Okay.

2403:55      A.   I have a pretty clear recollection

2503:55 of President Erickson saying this is not going
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103:56 through a committee on infractions based on

203:56 his conversation with President Emmert.

303:56                However, as part of our prudent

403:56 decision making and considering all of the

503:56 alternatives and trying to make a decision

603:56 that was in the best interest of Penn State --

703:56      Q.   Okay.

803:56      A.   -- we had conversations about what

903:56 possible alternatives there might be.

1003:56      Q.   Right.

1103:56      A.   They hit us with something and we

1203:56 litigate, that's one possibility.  We talked

1303:56 through what ended up in the consent decree,

1403:56 that's another possibility.  That's the track

1503:56 we were mostly on, but that's another

1603:56 possibility.

1703:56                And, you know, this is -- could

1803:56 possibly be going to a traditional enforcement

1903:56 process.  We might have to push back on the

2003:57 NCAA.  We might have to try to convince them

2103:57 to go that way.

2203:57      Q.   Right.

2303:57      A.   And in that context, we asked Gene

2403:57 if we go through a committee on infractions,

2503:57 what are the possible outcomes and how would
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103:57 that play out.  And that's where Gene does the

203:57 "what if" memo and otherwise says -- and

303:57 that's also I should say my reference in

403:57 Exhibit 17.

503:57      Q.   Right, that was the they may find

603:57 other stuff that might even be worse?

703:57      A.   Well, there's that.  And then

803:57 there's, you know, and if we don't have the

903:57 stomach to fight when there's no real reason

1003:57 to believe there's better.

1103:57      Q.   Right.

1203:57      A.   So Gene's input was you could get

1303:57 the death penalty, you could get worse

1403:57 sanctions, it's not a panacea, there are real

1503:57 risks.

1603:57      Q.   Sure.

1703:57      A.   And in that big picture, considering

1803:57 whether to push back on the NCAA and push for

1903:58 a committee on infractions, was something that

2003:58 we considered.

2103:58      Q.   You considered and ultimately chose

2203:58 not to pursue for all the reasons --

2303:58      A.   That's fair to say.

2403:58      Q.   -- you laid out?

2503:58           MR. GARDNER:  Okay.  I hope we're
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103:58       done.  Thank you.

203:58            MS. MADDEN:  I have nothing further.

303:58                    -   -   -

403:58                   (Whereupon, the deposition

503:58         was concluded at 3:58 p.m.)

603:58                    -   -   -
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